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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
Sacramento, California 

RELEASE: Immediate 

Contact: Paul Beck 
445-4571 3.18.68 

EXCERPTS OF REMARKS BY GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 
Before Citizens' Conference on the California 

Merit Plan for Judicial Selection 
Hotel El Dorado, Sac·ramento 

March 18, 1968 

First of all, I want to thank all of you for having come here 

today--for having taken time from your busy schedules--to join with 

Chief Justice Traynor and me in this Citizens' Conference on the 

California Merit Plan for Judicial Selection. 

In accepting our invitation, you have expressed your support 

for the plan which will further up-grade the quality of our judiciary 

in the years to come. I believe that your support ref:lects a concern 

on the part of all Californians that the high standards of our 

judiciary be both maintained and improved upon in the fature. 

While our state has achieved an enviable reputation for the 

quality of its judicial system, there remains a chance, under our 
at 

present nystem, that/some time in the future the selection of judges 

might be made without regard to merit', proven honor, cibility and 

integrity. The California Merit Plan for Judicial Selection was 

de~1eloped with exhaustive care.. It has the unqualif:it'-d support of 
) 

the State Bar, the Judicial Council and my admir.istra~ion. I 

believe that a judicial selection system, based solely on competence 

and not on possible political considerations, will insure that the 

administration of justice continues to be in the very best interest 

of the people of this state. 

As you know, one of my campaign pledges was aimed squarely at 

taking the appointment of judges out of partisan politics. Appoint-

ment of the best possible judges to the courts of California is a 

matter of extreme and personal importance to every citizen of this 

state. 

Ours is a government of laws, not of men. Yet, we must always 

remember that laws are written by men, interpreted by men and changed 

by men. Because of this, all citizens have an obligation to insure 

that those who write the laws, those who interpret them and those 

who judge over them are fair-minded men and women, of proven honor, 

ability and integrity. Because of this, the method of judicial 

selection in California is a subject of great concern. It is 



essential that at~'orneys have qualified judge~ before whom to try 

their cases. It is imperative that all citizens have confidence 

that they can obtain from the judici2ry equal justice under the 

law. And it is vital that judges themselves can serve with pride 

among colleagues of demonstrated quality and merit. 

Under our doctrine of separation of governmental powers, a 

governor can recommend laws but he cannot make the laws or appoint 

those who do. By the same token, the governo::::- 1 except in clemency 

m~tters, cannot judge under the law, but he can--in fact, under our 

system, he often must--appoint those who £2. jud~8. 

This authority places an awesome responsibility and power in 

the hands of the governor. He, in fact, controls the administration 

of justice throug~ the men he c~ooses. Justice can bs good, bad or 

indifferent, dept,ndir:.g on the judge--and thus, in.directly, on the 

man who appoints the judge. While judges must, in theory, be 

approved by a vote of the people, the fact is that most attorne} 

who become judges seldom face a real test at the polls. Few judges 

are initially elected to office. Rather, most of them are appointed 

to the bench to fill an existing vacancy. And once appointed by 

the governor, a judge seldom faces opposition. As the incumbent, 

has a decided adv~mtage over any opponent. Thus, with rare exceptions / 

the person who tha governor selects for judgeship usually has a life-

time position. 

It is with this appreciation of the governor's role in the 

selection of judges, and my responsjbility for the executive adminis-

traticn of j 1.istic::.;, that I so eE-:.husiasticly support this plan for 

judicial selection. ror it would clearly take the selection of 

judges out of partisan politics. It would maintain the highest 

standards o!: jucd.cial selection c.::1d :Lnsure that any go~..rei:n'.:>r could 

select only the most qualified C(mdi:1ate for ap~K)intment to th'~ 

b~nch. 

I am confid~mt--an.d have h3en f::ir a long time--that t~1is pl.<-'n 

is \vi.-~at the peopie of California wan':.. : 2:-~. p~.eased to ki1.·:~w tr~'-' t. 

my administration and the State Ec:ir to take the selection of judges 

out of politics. But, unfortunately, they did not gain the cpprov2l 

of the legislature. 

The plan that will be explained to you today has been intro
-2-
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duced in the legih_ature by Senator Donald Gr sky and co-authored 

by Assemblyman Bill Bagley. 

The Chief Justice and I have asked for quick and favorable 

action by the legislature. We are sincerely hopeful that it will 

be approved by our l~wmakers. The plan will then go to a vote of 

the people in November by means of a Constitutional Amendment. 

Ladies and gentlemen, this is where you come in. You will 

form the nucleus of a statewide grass-root effort to ~nlist support 

for the plan by the people of this state. You and the local citizens• 

committees you will form in your communities will be able to carry 

this message to the peoplo. 

I believe that the massive public information program that 

you 2re about to ~mbark upon will result in 2n overwhelming affirma-

tive \-ote to cha:1ge the law at the polls in Nov~!mber.. Your charge 

is to explain th·3 many merits of the plan before service clubs 1 

community groups, bus ines.s organizations and c ii:izeri bodies--and 

to answer those questions they may have with regard to it .. 

The workshops you will sit in on today will enable you to 

know r:mch more about the plan yourselves and provide the groundwork 

for effective action in you.r coMmunities .. 

Again, I want to express my .si.ncere appreciation for your 

having come.h~re today. 

Thank you. 

# # # 

(NOTE~ Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be 
additions to, or changes in the above. frAvever / Governor 
Reagan will stand by the above quotes.) 
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Of'FICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
Sacramento, California 
Contact: Paul Beck 
445-4571 3.18.68 

RELEASE: Immeuiate 

To the Senate and the Assembly of the Legislature of California: 

LAKE TAHOE BASIN PRESERVATION 

I would like to urge quick passage of legislation to take the very 

important first step toward protecting Lake Tahoe. 

ifuile the legislation enacted by the Nevada Legislature to protect 

Lake Tahoe is not perfect, it is in many respects stronger than the 

legislation enacted by the California Legislature last year. F2.ilure 

to enact this legislation would be a great tragedy for the people of 

California, Nevada and the nation who are concerned about maintenance 

of the unique environment of Lake Tahoe. 

It is doubtful if a more effective piece of legislation can be 

achieved in subsequent years, and as a matter of fact, it would 

probably be weakened as time wore on. It would be a tragedy to permit 

this to be delayed. The bill is nonpartisan in content and nationwide 

in implication. 

It is my opinion that the major portion of the Nevada amendments 

strengthens the bi-state compact, provides for an orderly approach to 

its business, and also clarifies the specific areas of jurisdiction of 

the agency and the counties and the city in the basin. 

I feel that we should strongly support the necessary amendments 

to the California law to bring it into full conformance with the Nevada 

bill for expeditious action at this session of the Legislature as an 

urgency measure so that it can be transmitted to Congress for ratifica-

tion at the earliest possible date. 

The bi-state body compact is absolutely.necessary to insure that 

the legislative authorities of the agency controlling the basin are 

basinwide and clear. 

In summary, this legislation represents the efforts of hundreds of 
people in both California and Nevada w'ho are interested in preserving 
the Tahoe Basin. The bill is probably as strong as any measure which 
could attain the support of the majority of local residents, conservation 

groups~ and officials of local and state government in both California 

and rJevada. 
i•Je should ad.opt the Nevada bill, seek ratification by Congress of 

the compact, and then work together for the preservation of Lake Tahoe. 

If we let this opportunity pass, we may never have another. 

# # # 
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Of:'i?ICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
Sacramento, California 
Contact: Paul Beck 
445-4571 3.18.68 

RELEASE~ Imme\...tiate 

To the Senate and the Assembly of the Legislature of California~ 

LAKE TAHOE BASIN PRESERVATION 

I would like to urge quick passage of legislation to take the very 

important first step toward protecting Lal:;:e Tahoe. 

/,fuile the legislation enacted by the Nevada Legislature to protect 

Lake Tahoe is not perfect; it is in many respects stronger than the 

legislation enacted by the California Legislature last year. F2ilure 

to enact this legislation would be a great tragedy for the people of 

California, Nevada and the nation who are concerned about maintenance 

of the unique environment of Lake Tahoe. 

It is doubtful if a more effective piece of legislation can be 

achieved in subsequent years, and as a matter of fact, it would 

probably be weakened as time wore on. It would be a tragedy to permit 

this. to be delayed. The bill is nonpartisan in content and nationwide 

in implication. 

It is my opinion that the major portion of the Nevada amendments 

strengthens the bi-state compact, provides for an orderly approach to 

its business, and also clarifies the specific areas of jurisdiction of 

the agency and the counties and the city in the basin. 

I feel that we should strongly support the necessary amendments 

to the California law to bring it into full conformance with the Nevada 

bill for expeditious action at this session of the Legislature as an 

urgency measure so that it can be transmitted to Congress for ratifica-

tion at the earliest possible date. 

The bi-state body compact is absolutely necessary to insure that 

the legislative authorities of the agency controlling the basin are 

basinwide and clear. 

In summary, this legislation represents the efforts of hundreds of 

peo?le in both California and Nevada w~o are interested in nreservina 
- - .i. ;:.i-

the Tahoe Basin. The bill is probably as strong as any measure which 

could attain the support of the majority of local residents, conservatioP. 

groupsu and officials of local and st2te government in both California 

and Nevada. 

''le sl-1ould adopt the Nevada bill, seek ratification by Congress of 
the compact, and then work together for the preservation of Lake Tal1oe .. 

If we let this opportunity pass, we mciy never have another. 
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
Sacramento, California 
Contact: Paul Beck 
445-4571 3.20.68 

RELEASE: P.M. 's 

EXCERPTS OF SPEECH BY GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 
California Farm Bureau Federation Convention 

Ventura County Fairgrounds, Ventura 
March 20, 1968 

As one man who wants someday to go back to the farm, it is a 

pleasure to be here among so many of you that bad weather and worse 

government policies haven't driven off the farm. 

I wonder sometimes at your determination and ability to stick 

it out in the face of so many adverse factors and so many imponder

ables. 

You know that you are not going to get a break from the federal 

government but you keep hoping that you might get a break from the 

weather. 

Well, there is nothing we in S~cramento can do.about the weather 

except sympathize, and just how much we can do about government is a 

matter for discussion because we are hamstrung in so many areas by 

the power of the federal government, both that which Congress has 

granted and that which the executive has ;usurped. So for whatever 

it is worth, we offer friendly recognition of your problems and a 

determination to see what can be done. Ev~n if thai.:. means only leav-

ing you alone and not piling further rules and regulations on you. 

Friendship and determination are not just words~ they are the 

policy of the Department of Asriculture where Earl Coke is a real 

friend in need, and on to the State Agriculture Board where Allan 

Grant is one of your own, and on to my own staff where Executive 

Secretary Bill Clark comes from a pioneer California ranching family 

and still works at it, when he can find time. 

we are ple2sed that that friendship app0ars to be a mutual thing 

between us and certainly the greater part of California's farmers 

and ranchers. That has been shown in your support of our reorganization 

bill increasing the respcnsibilities ?f the Agriculture Agency 

Secretary so that some business functions of government report to him 

as well as agriculture. 

To those who have complained this reorganization diminishes the 

importance of the Agriculture Department and lessens its contacts with 

the governor, let me simply say: 

_,_ 
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"If this were the case, we would not have considered it." 

M2ny of you recall a time when ~griculture had practically no 

voice in government affairs or policies. The department v.:as just 

one of dozens with no recognition of the fact that Cci lifornia agri-

business comprises one third of the state's economy. 

Today Earl Coke is a full-fledged member of the. cabinet, one of 

four top-level secretaries involved in determining the policy of the 

various state departments and making those departments function unaer 

guidelines arrived at in cabinet meetings. 

For a time Earl occupied a unique position within the cabinet as 

the only member who represented a single department. 

Reorganization wiLl make him a little less unique, but will not 

in a.ny way lessen the importance' of agriculture or our concern with 

it. 

Agriculture will still report directly to me and will retain its 

voice in the making of state government policy. And I can assure you 

that in this administration an agriculture-oriented man will always 

occupy that position. 

Reorganization is not intended to downgrade agriculture, but 

to keep it a growing and vital part of California's economy. 

Now, I recognize that that is more easily said than done. 

Because what we want and what the farmer needs are not necessarily 
/ 

what the u. s. Department of Agriculture is willing to let him have. 

!n fact, it sometimes seems that the U.S.D.A •. and the Department of 

Labor are more interested in seeing how many roadblocks they can 

throw in front of the farmer than they are in making it possible for 

him to compete in a f=ee economy. 

They might have destroyed a large part of California agriculture, 
' 

and they did destroy perhaps the best foreign aid program ever devised, 

when they denied the importation of supplemental labor even though 

their best efforts could not produce a domestic work force ready and 

willing to fill the need. American ingenuity has been able to make 

up at least part of the difference through development of such 

't\achines as cottonpickers, tomato harvesters and pneumatic pruning 

machines. 

However, the labor problem remains severe--as most of you well 

know--catching you in a cost price squeeze and driving the cost of 

food to the housewife ever higher. Food prices have never been l'.dgher, 

but your share of the market basket dollar has never been lower. 
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Jobs once 2ccepted eagerly are now beneath too many people. 

The answer is either much more mechanization or freedom to import 

$JJ.Qplemental labor when reasonable efforts fail to produce a domestic 

work force at harvest time. 

The entire current approach to job training and job education 

is to fit the untrained and the uneducated into an urban sociological 

framework while all too often crops rot in the field for lack of 

harvesters. 

It is true there are some who come to California and work on 

our faf-ms and pick our crops apd go home the better off for having 

done so~ The so-called green card workers. 

But, as usual, in a system inaugurated by the federal government, 

there is a major flaw. Green card workers only work c:it the pleasure 

of the qoveni!Itent ~ If the labor department certifies any California 

farm, l:anch o:c vfa\•;,yard as an area of labor disp:.i.te, that farm or 

vineyard cacnot hire green card workers. And the farmer has no 

redress in courto And, because it only takes one party to force a 

labor dispute, the farmer is vulnerable to coercion. For example, 

secondc:ry boycotts <:tre illegal--except in the casa of farmers a.nd 
., 

agricultural prod~r.::ts. Farms do not come under the National Labor 

( Relations Act.. Therefore, it is legal to institute secondary boy-

co.tts against fari;n prodt:cts. 

We }.;.no\,.,, that is being do~e today in the case of Cc:::lifornia grapes, 

that it was aone yeste:i:::day with California wines and that it may be 

done tomor~ow with other California products. 

And there is no redr~ss in the Great Society for C2lifornia 

a9ri·::;u.lture which t.as :n·:::-ria -;..!:.~:a 98 percent free of federal controls 

and subsidieso Could this be what is so disturbing to the planners 
one 

in the Nction 's Capitol--tt:ii: Californi~ farmers are number / in the 
half 

nz.i tion, proc:iuc ing- a :Lmo.::-f:/ - of all thr:;. ta'h:~.e ve·:;v~tables, a variety of 

250 crops anc doir!g it J:.y t11e simple frse economy rule of supply and 

dEmand? Is this 'G.psettlng to the planners in W2shington with their 

dreams of a planned farm economy, for further controls over what the 

f::i rmer can grow and how much? 

Despite the fact that the planned approach to agriculture has 

been a miserable failure to date, the 25 percent of farming that has 

been subject to government planning has known a steady decline in the 

per capita consumption of its produce while 75 percent still' free has 

continued to increase per capita consumption of all it produces. 
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Remember \vhen they criticized Ezra Taft Benson when farm prices slid 

to 84 percent of parity. Under Orville Freeman and the Great Society 

they are down to 74 percent of parity. In fact, farm prices have 

dropped five percent in the last 18 months. The things farmers 

bought cost them three percent more than a year 2go. 

Is it any wonder that one fourth of the farms in the nation hav~ 

disappeared under the New Frontier and the Great Society? Sometime 

this year the total number of UoS. farms will drop below the three 

mi1lion figure. But Department of Agriculture employees have increased 

to one for every 25 farms. 
---see INSERT - Page 7---

Today, 35 years after the federal government came up with its 

"answer" to the problems of the American farmer, he is still. tied 

to these old, obsolete controls. He is still compelled to adjust 

his production, not to the ·market as he sees it, but rather to what 

someone in a Washington office tells him production ought to be. 

And that "someone 11 not only ~ guess wrong but often does. 

He did in 1967, and as a result, farmers suffered not only in 

California but throughout the country. 

1:·:iw, when a program has been in ef feet for over three decades 
\ 

and h~s failed to cure the problem it was set up to h2ndle 3 you might 

think it is time to have second thoughts about it. To the ever··· 

lasting credit of the farm community, they have,had these second 

thoughts and have not been bashful about expressing them. 'l'he 

Farm Bureau Federation has been a leader in calling for an end to 

federal coercion, an end to an artificially regulated farm economy. 

The consumers don•t want it, the farmers don't w2nt it. But thl.S!y are 

out-voted by a fsderal bureaucracy that does want it. 

In fact, the administration is asking Congress to make this 

discredited multibillion dollar crop control program permanent. It 

is scheduled to expire in 1 =369. But fortunately, Co:-.gress s<:::erca 

U".1.willing so far to go along with the administration on this. !i:'.<.~ybe 

the voice of the farmer is being listened to more closely in this 

election year. Certainly, the voice of the American taxpayer is. 

There is no denying that the problem of the farmer 1 s lagging 

income is very real and must be dealt with. But the answer must be 

found in America's free enterprise system, not in the outmoded, 

costly and unpopular regimentation under which agriculture has been 

existing. 
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incentive to success that a man can have, whether he be a farmer 

or any other businessman.. A centrally controlled farm economy does 

not provide this incentive. On the contrary, it discourages 

initiative. When this happens you are not just tampering with the 

mainspring of the American economy--you have broken it. 

The role of government, both federal and state, should be to 

encourage production rather than to suppress it. And that role 

should include working to increase and liberalize foreign trade so 

as to open the markets of the world to the unexcelled agricultural 

products we produce in California and in the United Stetes. 

If government plays that role, then I think we can safely leave 

it up to the agricultural community to produce abundantly those 

products for which there is a demand, domestically and throughout 

the world. American agriculture has the know-how to produce what 

the market demands and will pay for.. Ahd that is the formula that 

makes for profitable farming.. That is the formula that makes sense. 

But coming back to our domestic agriculture, there is one 

nagging problem, peculiar to the West, that only the federal govern-

ment can solve, but one that it won't act on unless we make the will 

of the people known. That is the 160-acre limitation. 

Last April I asked a special task force o.f prominent attorneys, 

headed by Ec:,rl Coke and our Director of lt·Jater Resources William 
i 

Gianelli, to look at this problem and make recommendations. They 

reported back .in January. And their report reaffirmed what most of 

us have been thinking all along: The 160-acre limitation is not only 

unrealistic, uneconomic and obsolete, but also it is unfair to the 

farmer who must comply with it. It forces him to operate inefficiently, 

at an unnecessarily high cost per acre. He cannot compete with pro

ducers who have lower costs of production because their operations 

are on a large scale and can take advantage of the great technological 

advances that have revolutionized agriculture. 

_r:;_ 
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The task force recommended the limitation be raised to 640 acres 

and that this figure be reappraised by the Secretary of the Interior 

at least every ten years to keep in step with future changes in 

agricultural technology and economics. 

This report is now under study by many people throughout the 

nation and hopefully a solution will be soon forthcoming. 

Another problem is up to us to solve at the state level. 

Ca.lifornia farmers, like the rest of us Californians, are the victims 

of high and continually rising property tax rates. In many cases 

excessive property taxes are the direct cause of farm failures. 

This administration is dedicated to bringing ·property tax relief 

to all our citizens. We have already taken a number of steps in that 

direction such as increasing state.aid to schools, thus allowing school 

districts to reduce their property. tax rates. And if the leg is la tu,:·:. 

will cooperate, we will provide $155 million more in property tax 

next year by turning sales tax funds back to the counties for the 

specific purpose of using those funds to cut property tax rates further. 

In addition, this administration is dedicated to the proposition 

that fa~m lands should be taxed as farm lands and not as potential 

subdivir:;:i_ons. We will seek legislation to accomplish that end., 

The challenge of the remaining years of the 20th century to those 

of you who depend'on agriculture--that you defend that stake and you 

build on it. so that your children and my children 'kill have a bett-=;r and 

free-er tomorrow. 

Those of you in the Farm Bureau are dedicated to meeting that 

challenge. I know; for I have seen and read the "Farm Bureau Policies 

for 1968., 11 And you and I are dedicated to the same things--to freedom, 

to less govern:nent interference in and control over our lives, to 

self-government an1 to the principle that maintenance of individual 

ri<.f-.:ts rr.22.ns accep-t:c..nce of individual respons.:'...bilities., But, if yc.-i.I 

will permit a paraphrase, dedication without work is meaninql•2ss" 

Those who would destroy those principles on which our nation was 

founded are a small minority.. Their weapons are fea.r, distrust, 

misrepresentation and an ability to play on those who live in ignorance, 

poverty and squalor. And behind them, supporting them, are those who 

should know better, but who have forgotten that you cannot give a man 

freedom and dignity; that he must earn it, that what those who live in 

squalor and poverty and distrust need is a hand up, not a handout. 

-6-



It is up to the rest of us to provide that hand-up that allows 
. ' 

a man to earn or regain his self-respect. 

Government alone cannot do it and should not do it. If we are 

to succeed, it will take the interest and effort of the independent 

sector--those of you outside of government. 

I choose to call this involvement of people in the affairs of 

government and the problems of society the creative Society. 

A creative government is a necessary thing. But it cannot 

accomplish much unless the citizens who make up our society are also 

creative--unless they are willing to take a fresh look at old problems 

and work out better solutions. 

When both government and the independent sector think and act 

creatively as a team--neither one telling the other what it must do 

but rather what each can do to reach a goal important to both--then 

there is no problem that we cannot solve. 

We have been offered the Great Society. But it has become obvious 

that the price Washington wants us to pay for the Great Society is too 

high--too high in loss of freedom, too high in crime and chaos, too 

high in inflation and economic disaster• 

A creative society can work ~n agriculture as well as in the city. 

It is the creative energy and the productive genius of the 

California farmer that have made agriculture the number one industry 

in the state and California the number one agricultural state in the 

nation .. 

Part of this, of course, is due to our climate and our weather. 

But last year the weather was terrible for farming--at least in the 

sp;-:-j.ng, when w1:. had that long spell of cold, wet weather. And the 

freeze we had toward the end of the year didn't help much either. 

And yet, even though our total production fell below the previous 

y£"ar•s a::..:-tirr:e hig:1, we retained our positio::i as r~:t:::nber one. 

No--althc.n:· .. :3h m::.r great California climate pla·ys a major role, it 

is i.:D.e indepencbnce and resourcefulness of the California far'.'!r,er t:i·:::.t 

is the key to his success. It is those qualities that we must lock to 

if we are to have a truly creative society that affects every area of 

our state and nation. 
It is those qualities that we must have, must instill and must 

exploit if California is to grow and if America is to survive in an 
ever more complex and ever more explosive world. 

# # # 

(Note: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in, the above. However, the Governor will stand· 
by the above quotes.) 

INSERT - Take·just a moment to contrast this with our o-wn Department of 
Agriculture under Earl Coke. He has reduced costs in the De
partment by 10 percent, the number of employees 185, and at 
the same time is rendering improved services to the farmers 





OFFICE OF THE GOVER~OR 
Sacramento, ·California 
Contact: Paul Beck 

RELEASE: lmmed~ e 

445-4571 3.21.68 

To the Senate and the Assembly of the Legislature of California: 

WELFARE ~ 

It does not take an expert in public welfare to recognize that 

there is great dissatisfaction with the present method of providing 

~inancial assistance and services to the aged, disabled and dependent .. 

Criticism and concern are voiced by those in all walks of life, 

including both the welfare worker and the welfare recipient.· 

Those receiving welfare are annoyed by delays and red tape and 

dizmayed by a system that offers them no way out of poverty, a system 

which, in fact, tends to keep them forever shackled to a public dole .. 

'l'he welfare professional is frustrated by the chains of regulations, 

the endless paper work and the daily intimate view of the consequences 

of a system that has not met its goals. 

And the taxpayer becomes increasingly resentful of the ever-mountins 

c~st of programs which too often appear to him to provide other families 

with things at his expense that he cannot afford for himself. 

In the past decade, the average number of welfare recipients in 

( California has risen 126 percent while the state's population has 

increased by only 38 percent. California's welfare bill exceeds a 

billion dollars a year. We now have 1.3 million people on welfare. 
f 

The Aid to Families with Dependent Children category has led the 

way up, its cost skyrocketing by 350 percent. 

During the past year6 Spencer Williams, aecretary for Human Re-

lations, and John .Mor .. tgomery, Social Welfare director, have been 

concentrating on four objective~: 

(1) Simpl~fication of procedures so.that social wo::::-kers spend 

less time on paper and more on case work, so that the truly deserving 

recipients have the security that comes with understanding to what they . 

a~e entitled, and so overhead expenses may be reduced. 

(2) Finding where costs may be cut without interference with long 

established and continuing public concerns for the well-being of all our 

aged, disabled and dependent. 

(3) Opening new opportunities for parents to get off the·welfare 

rolls and on to payrolls. 

-1-
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WELFARE 

(4) Snapping the chain of dependency so that the more than 

600,000 children now on the welfare rolls grow up with a chance to 

understand the importance of being self-supporting and fully-participatir 

members of the community. 

Achieving these objectives will be no easy task, nor one quickly 

accomplished$ The legacy of despair and pessimism left through the 

decades by the current system will be slow to reverse, but we can start. 

I am recommending legislation leading to the creation of a uniform 

standard of assistance covering all categories of aid, ultimately 

eliminating the 25 different need items which unnecessarily complicate 

present welfare administration for worker and recipient alike. 

At present there are a variety of special need allowances all 

neatly itemized and many quite unrealistic~ 

I have a feeling that our main objective of helping people has 

been lost sight of in a welter of regulations that have government 

prescribing allowances based on everything from how many calories and 

vitamins the recipient ought to have for dinner to what he should pay 

to have his yard kept up. 

The average person doesn't live that way. He looks at the amour of 

money he has and plans his life accordingly.· This is the way we all do. 

Most of the aged and disabled are capable of running their own 

affairs. They don•t want government to tell them,how to do it, espe

cially when the result is more confusing than helpful. 

With procedures and requirements simplified, the recipient will be 

able to know what benefits he is entitled to, as well as what his 

responsibilities are. 

For.the first time, perhaps, the taxpayer also will be able to 

understand what it is that he is. paying for. 

The system also has tried to categorize the recipient. There are 

separate categories of Aid to Families wi.th Dependent Children and Aid 
\ 

to Families with Unemployed Parents of Dependent Children. There is 

Aid to the Blind, Aid to the Potentially Self-supporting Blind and Ai~ 

to the Needy Disabled. There is another separate program for the aged. 

Not only does this create the need for repetitious paperwork and 

increase administrative red tape, but it also has led over the years 

to creation of inequitable differences in aid payments to the various 

categories, apparently without any recognition of the fact that people 

live in family groups. 
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There can be a blind recipient whose wife is an old age assistance 

recipient, or a disabled recipient whose husband is an old age assistance 

recipient, or there can be a combination of all three of these 

categories.. We should treat them as husband and wife who plan together 

for their common needs and interests. 

Differences exist in residence requirements, in the amount of 

property that can be held, the extent to which income may be retained 

and in the minimum and maximum amount of aid that can be paid. 

Monthly benefits for the disabled have lagged behind those paid 

under the Aid to the Blind and Old Age Security programs. On the 

average, disabled recipients have monthly incomes that are $15 less 

than a recipient of Old Age Security and $30 less than a recipient of 

Aid to the Blind. 

Worse, existing law (Section 13700 Welfare and Institutions) places 

a ceiling on the maximum average grant to the disabled which will have 

the effect of forcing a reduction in the average benefit this fiscal 

year .. 

Therefore, in addition to the legislation already mentioned to 

eliminate the chaotic situation created by a variety of categories and 

aid standards, I am asking the legislature to approve urgency legisla

( tion to 'increase the maximum average grant for the disabled for both 

this fiscal year and next> 

I propose this increase as an interim measure pending enactment of 

legislation to provide better home care services for the disabled under 

a more favorable federal sharing formula. The new formula could produce 

an ultimate $4 million sharing in state ci.::..sts and eliminate $1.6 million 

now contributed by the county taxpayer. 

This approach also would keep persons in their homes in preference 

to costlier, but less satisfactory, hospital and institutional care. 

In addition, it would provide employment opportunities to other 

aid recipients as homemakers. 

Sharing of Proceeds of Estates Equally Among all Taxpayers 

We Californians are proud of the fact that we lead the nation in 

almost everything.. Regrettably, our leadership in welfare expenditures 

is unchallenged. We were one of the first states to provide for our 

elderly when the 1929 legislature established such a program. From that 

time until today, we have continuously liberalized our programs and 

increased our benefits without great concern about our ability to pay. 
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Meanwhile, we h~v0 seen great changes in thl .node of living, in 

the type of housing, and in the separation of grandparents from the 

family home. Indeed, the notion about the family homestead has long 

since passed. No longer does the old home stand as a symbol of past 

family relationships and as a place for family to reunite annually. 

Parents wish to be independent of their children and it has been 

in recognition of this that the legislature has virtually repealed 

responsibility of sons and daughters to contribute to the support of 

their parents. The fact is that a person earning, for example, $16,000 

a year has absolutely no responsibility under our law to contribute to 

his parents' support if he is married and has two children. In this 

anomalous situation, we still permit these relatives who have been 

absolved of filial responsibility to inherit the estates of the 

recipients. 

It is my belief that where the taxpayers have assumed responsibili~y 

for the aged and disabled1 then these taxpayers should share equally 

with relatives in settlement of the proceeds of the estates of 

recipients. 

Accordingly, I am asking the legislature to enact a bill which 

··~. permits the stai:;.e to share in the proceeds of the settlement of estates 

of deceased recipients, with the provision that such settlement shall 

not be required as long as the spouse lives in and utilizes the home. 

This would be accomplished by making aid payments to adults a lien 

against any property owned by the recipient which would not be executed 

until the death of any surviving spouse. 

A lien provision would not penalize the recipient in any way, nor 

would it deprive him of the full use of his property while he or his 

spouse require it. Such a provision would reduce expenditures in the 

adult categories of aid by about $13 million a year. 

Reasonable Living Cost Sharing by Parents of Disabled 

The newest of our categorical programs is the Aid to the Disabled .. 

This program, which started in 1957 under very strict definition of 

disability, was greatly liberalized by enactment of AB 59 by the 1963 

legislature. 

Since that time, this program has grown at an alarming rate. Upon 

review, I find that we have situations where aid is being paid on behalf 

of disabled persons who are residing in the homes of their parents, when, 
at the same time, the family income is substantial. This situation 

arises because, along with the tremendous liberalization in the defini
tion of disability made by the 1963 legislature, also included in that 
package was a repeal of relatives' responsibility. 
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So we now find ourselves in the business of supplementing the 

income of families who have substantial income and classifying as a 

needy person a disabled person who resides in a home and lives under a 

standard of living that is anything but the minimum standard of 

assistance. 

Accordingly, I am asking for legislation which will eliminate 

this .e_ubsidization of famij,y_incorri.JL_where it is not justified. Parents 

would be held to be responsible relatives under these circumstances. 

The annual reduction in cost would approximate $3.5 milliono 

Payments to Married Couple on basis of Joint Living Plan 

We have one other area where our public welfare policies are in 

conflict with the normal pattern of family living.. This is the 

situation where we are treating a married couple as two single 

ijdividuals and making individual grants to them as though they had no 

relationship to each other. Only in the case of housing have we com

puted need on a shared basis. I am asking for legislation to require 

that the computation of grants for couples take into account all 

shared items. 

These include transportation, household operations, recreation and 

other items. It is estimated that this will save $3.9 million a year. 

\ ... · But the most efficient and effective welfare system is no subs ti-

tv.te for employment. 

Through creation of the Job Training and Placement Council headed 

by Lt. Gov. Robert Finch and the cooperative efforts of the private 

sector led by H. c. (Chad) McClellan, we have intensified and consoli-

dat:ed efforts to place welfare recipients in realistic training 

programs and in jobs. 

In my reorganization message I proposed creation of a Department 

of Human Resources Development and a Department of Commerce. These 

organizations would help create new jobs, and provide new employment 
' 

opportunities while simultaneously training our hard core unemployed 

for productive work. 

Community status and a personal feeling of worth are related to 

the extent to which an individual is a full and vigorous participant 

in the job market. By the end of last December, more than a half 

million children were dependent upon public assistance and, therefore; 

living in a dependency environment. 
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Congress, in enacting the Social Security Amendments of 1967, gave 

major consideration to the problem of moving these children from a 

dependency environment to self-sustaining family environment. 

The combined efforts of Congress and the recommendations of the 

Job Training and Placement Council should begin to offer hope for the 

future instead of despair for the more than 600,000 dependent children .. 

In addition to legislation on work trainingil and to further 

emphasize the significance, necessity and urgency of employment, I am 

asking the legislature to enact measures which will remove from the Aid 

to Families with Dependent Children program the incentive to remain on 

aid by establishing a limit on family payments to coincide with the 

earning limit of a family breadwinner who is working at the minimum 

wage level .. 

This proposed legislation will complement the administrative 

progress that has been made in the past year. For example, by the end 

of June, social workers will have been relieved of the responsibility 

for the detailed task of annually establishing the eligibility of some 

293,000 old age security recipients. This shift reduces the cost of 

the local property taxpayer while increasing service to the recipient. 

I .have instructed Spencer Williams and John Montgomery to continue 

to seek administr~tive improvement of the present system. But beyond 

that, we are seeking new, innovative approaches to,,the problem of public 

dependency that weld together all of the available resources, public 

and private. 

One such effort is Project FOCUS that was just launched in 

cooperation with Fresno city and county. This pilot program will employ 

the most modern management techniques to effect close coordination of 

all of the ma~y federal, state, local and private agencies in a concerted 

thrust to reduce not only unemployment and public dependency, but also 

potential public dependency. 

I submit that to avoid and reduce the need for welfare is much more 

rewarding ~han to perpetuate an unworkable program that robs 

Californians of the initiative to make a place for themselves in society. 

# # # 
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The President's Commission report accuses us--you and I--all of 

us--of white racism. 

It is a stigma we will live with from now on in our communities 

and with our fellow citizens unless we prove that they are wrong. You 

and i know that many of today•s problems are the result of the 

prejudice that has divided mankind from the very beginning. 

We know that there are those today who still spread the poison 

of bigotry and we cannot ignore them any more than we should overlook 

those others who a~e determined that no American will ever again have 

to tell his child he is denied some of the blessings of this land 

because he is in some way different. 

And that is where you and I come ino We can take an interest. We 

can make the difference. We can insure equal rights and equal oppor

tunity and equal treatment for all our.citizens. We can do this by 
---- l 

becoming involved in this great problem. 

And make no mistake about it, if you and I as citizens do not 

become involved, government will--and at everybody'~ expense, because 

government always tends to work toward a common denominator, without 

much regard for individuals. 

But we have an opportunity in this nation today to prove what free-

dom e:nd equality are all about. We have a chance to prove that as 

Americans we can live up to our responsibilities toward our fellow men. 

We have an opportunity to prove that we care. 

You know that I have shunned labels as divisive in our party, but 

now 'iet me refer to the one applied to us and our philosophy--

conservative. We have assailed many of the programs launched in the 

name of liberalism and as a result have been charged with opposing the 

humc.nitarian goal. 

We have seen these programs fail to achieve their purpose and in 

failing, lead to frustration and hopelessness on the part of those. they 

were meant to help. 
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Who better than conservatives is there to, cope with these 

probl6ms? ·'Is not ou~ philosophy based on a bel~~- in the individual, 

his freedom and his rights? 

Now let us prove that ours is the way that can best meet this 

challenge, because we do believe in people--in their right to equal 

opportunity and human dignity. Here is our chance to prove that we are 

more than just negative critics. 

Here is a chance to prove that the conservative way is the wave \ ~-

the future because it worksr because it c2n assure a man the dignity and 

the freedom he is entitled to in this land of ours. 

In the last few weeks I have been meeting with members of 

California's minority communities all over the state. 

I have been learning at first hand from them how our education 

system has failed them ....... how they are just passed from grade to grade 

and graduated without being able to read and write when they should ke~:::, 

them and hold them if they fail to make the grade, and teach them,_; 

learn what they are supposed to learn. 

I have learned how our economic system has failed them •••• failed to 

extend the bounty that is the right of any of our citizens. And yet, 

these good responsible citizens in these communities sometimes bitterly, 

but more often with a patience that is hard for us to understand, sit 

in these meetings and you learn how they are standing between us and 

between those who have decided that they have reached the end of the 

roc:td and that the only answer is the last, hopele~s gesture of the 

club and the torch. 

They have come and they have talked to me about the problems. 

Nowu together you and I have to do something about this---better than 

what has gone on beforeo We can do something 2bout it. It is our 

responsibility, but at the same time, it is good business. The 

alternative is to continue to support many of them on dole, to 

perpetuate their poverty. 

But at the same time, there isn't a business in this country that 

is not begging for skilled workers while these people are begging for 

jobs and all we need to do is to provide the skills and we have the 

:I · wor1<:ers; "'chey have the jobs. We do not have to pay the support any 

more---for they join us, in a productive economy helping support further 

programs and helping to pay the taxes to bear the load with the rest of 

us. 
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Thinl< what it w1..., .d do for American busines( if we could simply 

raise the I!l:hnQ._:t;J,t:y_pop~J,9:iiofl _ _Q_f this country to the national average., 

It is a potential market that is bigger than all the foreign markets 

of today that we are trying to hang on to. 

This is good business. But also it is just plain good. We 

shouldn't be doing this as a crash program trying to find some 

paliative that will head off a long, hot summer. We should do this 

because it is morally right. 

There was a French philosopher by the name of deTocqueville, who 

came to this country a hundred years ago searching for the secret of 
._,// 

our great:iess and he finally found it. He said, "America is great; 

it is good .. 0 And he said if America ever ceases to be good, America 

will cease to be great. This is good---that we join with these people 

in the American dream. The American dream that we have nursed so long 

that is so almost beyond our reach any more is not a dream that every 

man will be level with every o~her man. It is a dream that every man 

will be free to become whatever God ordained he should be and this 

dream is our responsibility and the great heritage that we can pass on 

to our children. 

# # # 

(Note: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in, the above. However, Governor Reagan will 
stand by the above quotes.) 
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I am speaking here today neither as a.n ac2.demician nor as a 

politician. I do not have the training to be the first nor the 

aspir~tion to be the seco~d. That leaves me the role of concerned 

citizen., and among my concerns is higher education and its place in 

contempo~ary America. 

Listing the problems is easy--solutions are a little harder to 

come by. For example, there is the problem of financing the incre2sing 

cost of higher education. I have some first-hand experience with that 

one~ but I cannot lay claim to having the a:r.swer. Nor do I think that 

a.cademician has the answer w110 stated bluntly that the academic 

community's only responsibility was to tell government its needs, and 

government's obligation was not to question but to simply come up with 

the moneyo This was higher education and contemporary America meeting 

eyeball to eyeball. 

Strange as it may seem, there is a limit to what governraent c2.n 

extract from the body of the citizen:ry--a limit fixed, not by pity or 

unwillingness to wield the scalpel 1 but by the hard fact that unless 

that body of citizenry is able to function on a 9-to-5 basis, the 

schoolhouse door will not open at all. 
\ 

Government• s share '·of the weal th has to stop short of interfering 

with the production of wealtho Higher education explains it as having 
' 

to do with the law of diminishing returns. 

Then, of, course, having decided on and collected its share, 

gcvernment must allocate.. So much for roads--so much for protection 

against the lawbreaker--for help to those who must depend on the rest o: 

us for sustenance--for health---and, of course, for education, elementar 

through college and university~ 

Never, according to those engaged in these various facets of 

government, is there sufficient funding for all that needs to be done. 

But when government is taking all the economy will bear, choices must 

be made, and, if education demands an incre2.se in funds greater than 

the normal workload increase occasioned by growth and higher prices, 

then it must be taken from some other program • 
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Now this should not be interpreted as minimizing the importance 

of education. No one denies the value of a higher education for all 

those c·.ble to assimilate one. Indeed, a vast network of institutions 

of higher learning, both public and privateu is essential if we are to 

mc.intain our nation as the world's leader in science and technology. 

Nor does anyone deny the growing needs in our nation for teachers, 

for doctors,. lawyers, economists and agriculturalists, .and yes in tl: 

d2ys ,. not only for a literate public, but also for a wel 1-educated and 

knowledgeable populace. / 

1ifuat Alfred Whiteh~ad SCI.id has become a. truism.. "In the conditions 

of modern life, the rule is absolute~ The race which does not value 

trained intelligence is doomed." 

Now there is no question but that C·J.lifornians have assigned a 

high priority to higher education. Otherwise they would not be t2xing 

themselves more than half a billion dollars in the coming year just to 

pay for the public four-year colleges and universities, to say nothing 

of the cost of the junior colle~e system. 

But in a state that by law must live under a balanced budgetu must 

assign gasoline taxes only to highway purposes, and must also supply 

funds for the remainder of the educ,ation systemo a great variety of 

(. welfare programs and just the day-to-day costs of running government, 

there is a limit on the a.mounts that can be allocated to higher 

education .. 

The cruel fact is that if we are to do more in this area~ we must 

find new funds. And as I pointed out earlier there is a limit to the 

amount we can tax before we come up against the law of diminishing 

returns .. 

But if all the problems of finance could be solved tomorrow, there 

would still be cause fa~ concern about the place of higher education in 

contemporary America. 

What, for instance, is our definition of a.cademic freE::dom? 

Those who teuch, understandably enough, define it els the right r"" 

teach as they see fit without interference from administrators 2.nd 

certainly not from those who hold the public parse strings or who fill 

the public pu~se. 

But those who pay for the educationp students and taxpayersq also 

hc.ve 2 definition of academic freedom: their freedom to have some say 

in what they get for their money. 
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Those holding public office try to interpret the will of the people 

and pass it on to the college or university administration, conscious 

always that they must not appear to be exerting political control over 

educ2.tion. Equally uncomfortable are the administrators who must 

interpret th~ educators' viewpoint to the crass politicians and vice 

versa--they can be. likened to a prisoner in front of a cellophane wa.11 

being shouted at by both sides. 

And the truth is--all the claims are legitimate and must be 

reconciled within a framework cf mutual understanding 2nd compromise. 

The dictionary defines education as "the impartation or acqu5.si tion 

of knowledge, skill, or the develcpment of character as by study or 

discipline." 

The taxpayer is wrong who ignores the great increase in things we 

know and must know--new knowledge found since he was in school--and who 

. demands u no new-fangled courses.. Wh2.t w2s good enough then is good 

enough now. 11 

But so is the student wrc~g who would eliminate all required course~ 

and grades--who would make ed·u.cation a kind of four-year smorgasbord 

in which he would be the sole judge of how far and fast he ran in 

pursuit of knowledge. 

( . And that educator is wrong who deni.es there are any absolutes---

who sees no black and white of right or wrongo but just sha68s of gray 

in a world where discipline of any kind is an intolerable interference 

with the right of the individual. He rebels at the old fashioned idea 

of 11 loco parentis" and claims he is there to impart knowledge, not to 

substitute for absentee parents~ But he cannot escape a responsibility 

for the students' development of character and maturityo 

Strangely and illogically, this is very often the same educator 

who interprets his academic freedom as the right to indoctrinate 

students with his view of thingso Woe to the student who challenges 

his interpretation of history, or who questions the economic theory 

given as proven formula in ·what is, at bestu a very inexact science. 

One thing we should all be agreed on is the college's obligation 

to te0.chg not indoctrinate. 

Institutions of higber education are repositories of all the 

accumulated knowledge of man, but they must not be vending machines. 

Along with the dispensing of facts and figures must come the importation 

of wisdom. 
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In our colleges today are undoubtedly more than one president of 

the United States, a number of supreme court justices, cabinet members 

and many legislators. 

And this brings me to the part higher education plays in 

contemporary America. 

These institutions were created, and are presently maintained, to 

insure perpetuation of a social structure--a nation, if you will. 

Now don't put a narrow interpretation on this as some will; and 

transla/social structure" into 11 status quo" or "social order" or 

npreserve the aristocracy; keep the little bananas from becoming top 

bana.na .. " 

our country, unfortunately, has a lot of people who would turn the 

country back to the dark ages, or ahead to 1984. Some have a concept 

of government more akin to Frederick the Great than Thomas Jefferson. 

Our nation is founded on a concern for the individual and hi,1 ,, :· 3ht 

to fulfillment, and this should be the preoccupation of our school; 

colleges. 

The graduate should go forth, literally starting on a lifetime of 

learning and growing and creativity that will in turn bring growth and 

innovation to our society. 

And the truth is--never in history has there been such a need for 

men and women of' wisdom and courage-..,.wisdom to absorb the knowledge of 

the past and plan its application to the present 
1

and future, and courage 

to make the hard decisions. 
v'// 

At Stanford University in 1906 William James said, 11 The wealth of 

a nation consists more than in anything else in the number of superior 

men that it harbors. 0 

At the risk of great oversimplication may I suggest that the great 

ideological split dividing us on the world scene and here within our 

own borders has to do with the place of the individual. 

Acceptance is given more and more to the concept of lifting men by 

mass movements and collsctive action, in spite o:Z the fact that hist0=,v 

is strang'ely bc>.:>.:i:::tm of any record of adv2nces nade in this m<J.nner. By 

contrast, the roc-,d from ti~.e swamp to the stars is studded with the 

names of individuals who achieved fulfillment and lifted mankind another 

rung. 

It is time we realized what we mean by 11 equality" and being "born 

equal ... 
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~ve are equal before God and the law, and our society gua.rantees 

that no acquisition of property during our lifetime, nor achievementu 

no matter how exemplary, should give us more protection than those of 

less prestige, nor should it exempt us from any of the restrictions and 

punishments imposed by law. 

But let there be no misunderstanding about the right of man to 

achieve above the capacity of his fellows. The world is richer because 

of a Shakespeare and a Tennyson, a Beethoven and a Brahms .. Certainly 

major league baseball would not be improved by letting every citizen who 

wanted to, have a turn at playing Willie Mays' position. 

vile live (even many so-called poorl at a level above the wildest 

dreams of the kings of one hundred years ago--because some individual 

thought of a horseless carriage, an icebox and later, a refrigerator, 

or machinery that lifted burdens from our backs. (I would have thrmm 

in television if I were still appearing on Death Valley Days.} 

Why did so much of this develop so far and fast in America? Other 

countries are blessed with nat.~1ral resources and equable clim?.te--yes, 

and energetic and talented people. 

But here, to a degree unequalled any place in the world, we 

unleashed the individual genius of man, reccgnized his inherent dignity, 

and rewarded him commensurate with his ability and achievementa 

Your generation is being wooed by mo.p.y who charge th:i.s way we have 

known is inadequate to meet the challenge~ of our times.. They point to 

the unsolved problems of poverty and prejudice as proof of the system's 

£2.ilure. 

As students, you have a duty to research to find if the failure is 

one of system--or is it the inadequacy of human nature? 

You should also inquire if those who would replace the system have 

anything to of fer in exch2nge other than untried theory packaged as 

U
,_ . 
LOpla • It sometimes seems strange that what is so often described as 

the brave new world of the future must be upheld by the collectivist 

philosophy of nineteenth century theorists like Rousseau, Fourier and 

Marx. 

You have lived your entire lives in a qovernm0ntal framework tend-

ing ever more toward the welfare state and centralism. We still have 

government of the people, by the people and for the people, .but there 

seems to be a lot more of "for" the people and less "of" and 0 by. 11 

This is justified on the claim that society has grown so complex we 

can no longer afford too much individual freedom. 
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To invoke 11 states 1 rights" is to be suspect of wanting to deny 

11 human rights, 11 and similar charges of selfishness greet .9-.!1.Y attack on 

the tendency of government to grow, but more p~rticularly when atten

tion is called to failures by government in the field of human welfareo 

But you are students and therefore engaged in a search for truth. 

Has the idea of a federation of sovereign state~ been proven 

unworkable because here and there selfish individuals used state govE.. 

ment to impose on the freedom of some? Isn't there something to be 

said for a system wherein people can vote with their feet if government 

becomes too oppressive? • .J Let a state pile on taxes beyond a bearable lirn1 

and business and industry start moving out and the people follow. 

Let us think very ca.refully before switching to a system in whi:: · 

these states become mere administrative districts enforcing uniform 

laws and regulations, and where the font of all wisdom and all 

authority is in a distant capital, far removed from the people or their 

problems. 

Higher education in contemporary America has a sacred obligation 

to instill not only learning but attitudes toward growth and learning 

that in turn will shape society. 

You are here to find yourselve~ as individuals. But in a larger 

sense you are here so that eve~tually you can contribute to the progress 

of our nation and the betterme~t of the society in which we live. 
' . J. 

Sometimes it seems that we have forgotten mari's spiritual heritage; 

we have placed security above freedom and confused the citizen•s 

responsibility to society with society's responsibility to the 

individual. 

It is up not only to my generation but also to your generation to 

examine anew our individual goals and aims as well as w1:-.1at we w~~:~:.: fa:·r 

tr.is COU!::"t.ry of Ot::>~r; .. 

Is it enc•:js~1 t:":I have material thin<;s? · z1,r2:~1 • ·:: l.i::.)e!'.'ty and morality 

and int<:>grity a~~:::i. r1 i 1;h principle and a f;e\nse c.f :r:r:> ~;:-r:::::-!s ibili {:y mor.e 

imper ta: 1:':? 

The world:!." t'.ni· n1,.ers ·t- ::..,··e ,-,.-,:. ·~r· .; ·· ·'"eo"' J"- J.J.~.J )J.J-... ...... p .. ,1-1 • .1.J- us toward 

mc.terialism; they ;,·~-;.;e C'.f;,::.lt. with the grec:t truths and with the hi9h 

questions of right and wrong, of morality and honor. 

They have dealt with the purpose of man, not the acquisition of 

things. And when civilizations have disregarded their findings, when 

they have turned to the things of the flesh, they have disappeared. 
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You are concerned with my generation and what seems to bB hypocrisy 

and lack of purpose on our part. And we in turn are concerned about 

your generation, seeing a rising spirit of unrest. aimlessness 2.nd 

driftingu a feeling of rebellion without a real cause that results 

sometimes in meaningless but violent actionso Now let me make it 

plain. I am aware that all of you are unfairly suspect because of a 

very small percentage of dissidents. 

Nevertheless, you do seek a purpose and a meaning to life 2nd 

apparently we have failed to give it to you. Butq again, our failure 

was not one of bad intent. 

Ne are the classic example of giving to you what we never h2.d ••• 

from TV to wheels, from dental care to Little Leagueo But I am afraid 

we have shortchanged many of you on responsibilities or the right to 

earn for yourselveso 

All tco often, because we had to earnD we wanted to give. Our 

motives have been laudable, b-:..1t our judgment has been bad.. "Noon was 

either a dirty word or dropped from our vocabulary. 

Some time ago in Newport 0 California, a row of luxurious ocecnfront 

homes were threatened by a.n abnormally high tide and heavy surf.. All 

through the day and night, volunteers worked,, piling sandba.gs,, in an 

effort to save these homeso Local TV stations, aware of the dramaq 

covered the struggle. It was about 2 a .. m~ when one newscaste~ grabbed 

a young fellow in his teens, attired only in wet trunks., He had been 

working all day and night--one of several hundred of his age group. 

No, he did not live in one of the homes they were trying to save,, and 

yesu he was cold and tiredo The newscaster inevitably got around to why. 

The answer was so poignant 1 such an indictment of so many of us, it 

should be on a billboard <:::.cross the nation. He saidg "Well, I guess 

it's the first'time we've ever felt like we were needed .. " 

You are needed, we need your courage, your idealism, your new and 

untried viewpoint. You know more than we did at your age, you are 

brighter, better informedu even healthier. And because human kind is 

vertically structured, we can take a little credit for thato But, you 

· ~vc.nt a purpose, a causeg 2. banner to follow and we owe you thato 

A few years ago, a national magazine did a series of articles by 

prominent people including o. president, a vice president and distinguishec: 

statesmen.. Each wrote his idea of what was our national purpose. 

Somehmv, nothing very exciting or profound resulted from these 2.rticles. 
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I have always felt it was because they tried to invent something we 

alre21.dy have and have had for .200 years. Our national purpose is to 

unleash the full talent and genius of the individuala not to create 

mass movements with the citizenry subjecting themselves to the whims 

of ·the state. Here, as nowhere in the worlda we are established to 

provide the ultimate in individual freedom consistent with law and 

order. 

The world is full of people who believe men need masters. Our 

society was founded on a different premisea but continuation of this 

way of ours is not inevitable. It will persist only if we care enough. 

We must care too much to settle for a non-competitive mediocrity. Only 

the best that is in each of us will do. 

Does it seem sometimes that we have left your generation with no 

cause to believe in, no banner to follow? This is not true--you do 

have a cause h8re in this land. 

For cne tick of history's clock we gave the world a shining golden 

hope o Mankind looked to us.. Now the door is closing on that hope and 

this could be the challenge t<;> your generatio:n.--your rendezvous: with 

d8stiny--to keep ti1at door open9 

# # # ., 

(NO'rE: Since Governor R.:.;;agan speaks from notes there may be additions 
to, or changes in the above. However, Governor Reagan will 
stand by the above quotes~} 





GOVERNOR 1 S STA'J:'EMENrr 'I'O AUTOMOBILE ACCIDEN~r STUDY COMMISSION 
APRIL 4, 1968; 11:00 AOH.; 'GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL ROOM. 

I,ast year Assembly Bill 76L1 was passed by the Legislature 
creating in state government the_ Automobil_e l,\_s:~-~:_de_pJ:_ _ _§t11:9-Y.__ 
Commission of which you are now members. 'l'he legislation states 
that stuaies of your Commission shall include studies of auto
mobile accidents, including prevention, insurance, motor vehicle 
and procedural laws relating to automobile accidents, and the 
expeditious and adequate financial recourse of automobile accident 
victims. Specific mention is also made of the existing common 
law tort liability system and its relation to insurance of motor 
vehicles. 

I have appointed Judge David Coleman of Los Angeles to be 
your Chairman. I know that all of you will work closely with him 
on this most important project. The authorization of this 
Commission by legislation is a first for this country. I know 
that the results will be another first. Your work is critical. 
We simply must make certain that the cost of automobile insurance 
is at a level where it is within the economic means of as many 
of our citizens as is possible. 

The problems of automobile insurance are most critical to 
California since we have over 10% of the nation's automobiles. 
Californians like their autos and need them since to date there. 
does not exist in California adequate transportation alternatives 
to the automobile. 

I ask that you first.determine the extent of the problem. 
Reports from Washington claim that costs have soared and that 
extensive changes are needed in the present system. We have 
also received information that there are.some logical reasons 
for higher costs such as normal inflation and more and better 
coverage in the form of higher liability limits, theft and towing 
charge coverage, medical payments, uninsured motorist protection, 
etc. We also know that automobile costs and values have greatly 
increased and naturally have affected insurance costs. 

Regardless of the reasons, the spiraling cost of automobile 
insurance is hitting Californians hard. From a study recently 
conducted in Los Angeles in connection with a transportation 
demonstration project, we have just learned that in the Watts 
area, only 46% of 534 men interviewed had access to an automobile. 
It was also learned that 38% of the available cars were uninsured. 
llfhile we recognize that the sample used in that survey was not 
developed on a completely scientific basis, the data realized 
still leads us to the logical conclusion that many of our low-
income citizens are unable to afford and/or obtain auto insul.-a.nce. 

I 
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The insurance companies themselves are in a difficult 
situation. 'l'hey are in the business of underwriting insurance 
risks well and yet, the better they do this job, the more 
difficult it is for many of our citizens to obtain insurance. 
In other cases, if insurance can be obtained, the premiums go 
up to compensate for the higher risks. · 

(,,-: I hope the Commission will take an objective look at the 
\. non-fault type of system which is now being studied. by the 

l~erican Bar Association as well as other State jurisdictions. 
I understand that there are many pros and cons on the system. 
I do believe that it is important, however, to consider care
fully the feasibility of such a system if it could benefit our 
citizens. Under the concept, as I understand it, a person 
files a claim against the company insuring his own car rather 
than proceeding against the third party and his company. This 
concept would convert the present fault. or tort liability system 
to that of a contractual basis. Since the fault system is a 
basic part of our American system of justice, careful study is 
needed before any drastic changes are proposed. One question 
that should be posed on the non-fault system is, to what extent 
would responsibility for accident involvement be removed? An 
objective look is needed. I hope in this aspect of your studies 
that•you will seek the cooperation of the State Bar of California. 

It would seem to me that one broad objective of the Commission 
would be to determine whether accident victims are reasonably 
compensated. I am told that there is a contention that insurance 
companies are forced by the system to overpay small 11 nuisance" 
claims since it costs more to fight these claims than it does to 
settle. At the same time, citizens with large legitimate claims 
are often unable to wait for a case to come to trial and must 
settle for whatever the insurance company offers. This type of 
situation may be the result of the system under which insurance 
companies must operate. 

We also must give consideration to tighter driver license 
controls as well as to better law enforcement and more emphasis 
on t:..r.9.Jfic .safety. In connection with drivers licensE~ controls, 
Stanford Research Institute has stated that if 20% of all licensed 
drivers lost their licenses, the accident rate would go down 80%. 
We would appreciate your views on this subject. 

'While this study, of necessity, is for the long range, I 
also feel it is important that you consider and recommend any 
interim solutions that would tend to minimize and relieve the 
current problem of high auto insurance costs. 

I 
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In discussing auto insurance, I would be remiss in not 
mentioning the fact that it is critical that we do a good job 
on the state level in order to avoid federal control of the 
insurance business. I hope the work of this Commission can 
aid in enabling California to be the nation's leader in solving 
this critical problem. 

In summary, I believe that it is also important to emphasize 
the good aspects of the present long-established system. .Are all 
of the complaints on auto insurance justified? We certainly 
would not want to have major surg·ery done on the system when 
minor surgery would do the job. 

In order to aid you in this study, I ask that you coordinate 
with the Business and Transportation Agency, headed by Gordon c. 
Luce, as my representative. All affected departments of state 
government are at your disposal for data and backup information. 
Please feel free to utilize their capabilities whenever you so 
desire. 
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SPEECH DELIVERED BY GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 
DEFORE THE WOMEN'S NATIONAL PRESS CLUB 
Washington, D.C. April 5, 1968 

Thank you very much. 

rrve crossed the path of many of you a number of times during 

the last year along the "mashed-potato circuit." And since you all 

read each other, it's hardly a secret that I 1ve been going on at 

great length and even greater detail about the nuts and bolts side 

of the government of California. And some of you who 1ve been assigned 

to cover what must have seemed like the pilot and all of the reruns 

must think by now after listening to me on a number of occasions 
r !:( 

that California kids grow up wanting to play· 11bool<teeper and budget. n 

Now, it ts true that we've devoted a great deal of time and 

attention to restoring fiscal stability and effecting economies to 

insure the solvency of our state. We 1ve instituted modern business 

practices. We've reduced the number of state employees. Wetve 

eliminated unnecessary office space, and we've streamlined operations 

generally. 

We have in fact reduced government costs by tens of millions 

of dollars. Not, as some have charged, because we 1re not responsive 

to the needs of the people; but precisely because we are responsive 

to those needs. Publ-:i. c officials are elected to solve problems, and 

when they fail to keep a hand on the cost of the nuts and bolts, the 

problem-solving machinery of government grinds to a halt. We've 

made a start in reducing both the size and cost of government, but 

at the same time we've made a start on some of the most vexing 

programs and problems confronting not only Californians but also, 

I 1m sure, all Americans in all of the fifty states. 

How can it be that our affluent society, capable of producing · 

goods and services in the amount of some eis;ht hundred billion dollars 

a year, with an unfilled demand for skilled workers, at t;he same time 

can add tens of thousands of people each year to the y,relfare rolls, 

until the percentage who are living on public subs:Lstonce :ts greater 

than at any time in our history. even Jnolnd:.i.11g thr: dnys of the 

Great Depression? 
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Well, we believe that it 1s possible, very possible, that the 

approach itself to welfare as we•ve known it in these recent decades 

could have something to do with this. 

In the last ten years, while our state 1s population was in

creasing 39 percent, the cost of welfare in constant dollars in 

California went up 247 percent. , As a state, we rank third in poverty 

and first, in the last few years, in the amount of federal poverty 

funds that are assigned there. Some of us out there think that wel:fare 

has at last revealed itself to be a colossal failure, just as charity 

is a failure unless it makes people independent of the need for it. 

As presently constituted, welfare 1s great flaw and weakness is 

that it perpetuates poverty for the recipients of welfare, institutior 

alizes their poverty into a kind of permanent degradation. We thir 

that it's time that we re-orient and re-direct welfare so as to stop 

destroying human beings and instead to start saving them. 

We 1re trapped in a multiplicity of regulations and an administra

tive nightmare, imposed by federal regulations and red tape, that 

are an inseparable part of the :federal grants and aid. 

Fortunately, however, there are some loopholes. We discoverer"

that we are permitted here and there to experiment, and so with the 

permission of the government in Washington, we've launched a pilot 

program in the area o-f welfare. We've taken all those multitudinous 
j ) i 

agencies that are dealing with this on~ particular problem and in 

one community, Fresno, we have put all of these programs into one. 

It is one coordinated effort under one director and we 1re going to 

feed the recipients of public subsistence into one end of this combined 

effort. 

At a certain check-point, those who cannot provide :for them-

selves, those who, whether it 1s through age or disability, must depend 

on the rest or us, will. drop out of that program into this permanent 
\ 

subsidy on the public. We hope that in so doing and in streamlining 

this, we 111 be able to prove that we can provide not only some of 

the necessities but some of the comforts that make life worth living 

for those unable to care for themselves. 

It is ridiculous to find that there are eighteen separate 

categories of people on welfare. What does it matter why people are 

dependent :1.f they are dependent? Our obligation is plain and simple: 

to provide for them, and we can do this by welfare _in one considered 

effort .. 
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But the rest of those people will continue on through the 

screen:Lng programs of job training, analysis of their problems., 

and eventually through job tr2ining;out tbe·otber~eod into private 

enterprise jobs. Jobs with a future. In other words, we are going 

to attempt to break the dependency cycle of welfare and make people 

independent of it. Perhaps in a year-and-a·-half or two years., we 

will have the information to come to Washington and lay our findings 

before the government and ask for the flexibility to apply this on 

a wider basis. 

We have at the same time in our state, doubled the number of 

physically and mentally handicapped who have been rehabilitated in 

the last year and placed out in useful employment. 

We 1 11 have a surmner employment program for youth, aimed at the 

disadvantaged. It 111 involve the independent sector and the local 

communities in a program to provide useful and gainful employment. 

The state government also will be involved. werve been able to make 

3,000 jobs available, some are vacation replacements but many will 

have actual training jobs leading to permanent employment in public 

service. 

But one problem overshadows all the others, and last night the 

cowardly h&"ld of an assassin laid that problem on America 1 s doorstep. 

Whatever your opinion of Martin Luther King, whether you· 

approved or disapproved, our nation died a little last night also. 

It started dying and his murder began with our first acceptance 

of compromise with the law. 

That corepromise ranges from our indifference when some would 

apply the law unequally to some of our fellow citizens, to those who 

today, black or white, say it is up to us as individuals to decide 

which laws will be obeyed and which laws broken. 

And it includes those in government, unless and until they 

have the courage to say the law will be enforced and will be enforced 
' ., 

equally· and applied to all men on an equal basis. -<. ('' ,.,./_,,cj 

The time has come for all of us to make a choice. Either 

we reaffirm our faith in manfs ability to meet his fellow man in a 

spirit of good will with a determination to eliminate their dif-

ferences peacefully, or we turn savage. We who are whitEo must accept 

the responsibility for rendering the night-rider and his more 

gentlemanly ally., the friendly netghborllood blgot, :tmpotent. 
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And those g0od, responsible people who make up the \Tarrt, majority 

of the black community, must repudiate the bigots in their midst. 

Any '.:'lther path leads only to the jungle, where those who are out

numbered die. 

The President rs Comrnission Report accuses us, you and me, all 

of us, of white racism. It's a stigma we'll live with from now on 

in our communities and with our fellow citizens unless we prove the... ~,e 

wrong. 

You and I know that many of today rs problems are the result of 

prejudice--prejudice that has divided mankind from his very beginning. 

We know too, .that there are those today who continue to spread poison 

of bigotry and we can 1t ignore them any more than any of us should 

ignore those others, those millions of others who are determined, and 

who have been working ceaselessly over the recent years, to make sure 

that no American ever again will have to tell a child that that child 

is denied some of the blessings of this land because in some way he 

is different. 

And that rs where you and I come in. We can take an interest 

and we can make a difference. We can insure ~al . rights and equal 

opportunity and equal treatment for all our citizens. We can do this 

by becoming involved in this great problem. 

During the past few weeks, rive been traveling up and do~m the 

state of California. Itve been going into small/meetings, without 

fanfare, with no press coverage, because that wasntt the purpose of 

the meetings. I've been quietly meeting with leaders of our minority 

groups in communities throughout California, and when I say leaders, 

I don't just necessarily mean the names that you are familiar with 

that appear in the public print as leaders~ I mean those people who 

are dealing at first hand with the problem in their own neighborhood. 

Most of the time I 1ve listened to their grievances, their suggestions, 

their hopes, and their hopelessness. 

There 1 s no standard pattern to these meetings. In some, I've 

met with great bitterness, and in some, I 1ve heard suggestions and 

j_nf'o:r•mation about our own efforts to find solutions. I 1ve learned 

how our educational system has failed them, how in too many instances 

we 7re passing, P.articularly the student from the minority area, passjJ1g 

the student from grade to grade simply because hers reached the end 

of the term and not because her 8 le::u·ned anything. And. at the end 
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of the line he 1 s handed a certificate or a diploma and it ts 

meaningless, because there 1 s no knowledge that goes with it. 

He 1 s unable to even read the directions at the beginning of 

a job training program. 

Itve learned how our economic system has failed to extend its 

bounties, as it should, to all who are willing to make an honest 

effort. I rve heard their disillusion.'11ent with government programs, 

promising an instant tomorrow, but designed too often with political 

opportunism and expediency in mind. 

M 0 RE 
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I've been charc;cd, of courne, vii th being oppooed to the humnni-

tarian goals because I 1vc vetoed some of those poverty programs. You 

know, the law perml ts the gove:r."'nor to veto the programs and being 

totally inexperienced, I hadn't discovered that you weren't expected 

to, so I did. For example, in Ventura County of California, there 

was a program that on the face of it sounded very sound. It was to 

put 17 of the hard-core unemployed to work clearing the open-parl{ 

lands that we have acquired. It sounds all right.. But I vetoed the 

program when I learned that more than half of the budget was going 

to provide seven administrators to make sure that the seventeen got 

to ·work on time. 

But that is nothing, compared to one of' the programs in Chicago. 

Eight hundred and seventy-two thousand dollars granted to one of' those 

political gerry-built organizations that was to teach basic reading 

and arithmetic to dropouts. An inquiring reporter went down after 

a time to see how the class ·was coming and he interrupted a crap game. 

It was explained that it was recess and then he said, "How are 

we doing?" Well, take the f'aculty, who weren't paid an excessive 

amount, but who also weren't worl<ed an excessive amount. One of' 

them was in jail for murder, one was in jail for conspiracy to comm::i:.-v 
·, 

murder, three.were out on bond awaiting trial for rape, one was out 

on probation for a burglary conviction. And the director said it 

was too soon to determine whether the program had been a success •. 

But these teachers were paid, in addition to their salaries, 

five dollars a head f'or each dropout they brought in, and since they 

t1ere able to of'fer a dropout forty-f'i ve dollars a weel<: plus a f'amily 

allowance, they found that the be~t place to pick up an easy five 

dollars was at the nearest school where they Nere tall{ing the kids 

into dropping out and coming over. 

Now, this is our fault. Our willingness to accept politics as 

usual, our easy tolerance for wrong-doing in government, as if' this 

is just standard practice, and we should not feel any urge to get 

angryu And yet, in these meetings, I f'ound responsible, fine men ~nd 

v10men of our _minq_:r::!.!Y C_9m_~1:1r1_i ties L following disappointment a.fter 

disappointment i•1i th a patience that is hard for us to comprehend, 

scrounging for contributions, trying to keep some of the more effec-

ti ve programs going, after some tvhim on the part of the government 

planners had cancelled or reduced them. These people, these people 

I met with, some of whom confessed they were threatened if' they cam~ 

to such a meeting..., they are standina betwP.P.n rnt ~nn t-hl"\"'"" .,..,.... •• ~, .. '-"' ,..._ 
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aries who believe the only answer left is the last hopeless gesture 

of the torch and the club. 

Our meetings will continue \·Jith these people, but there will 

also be meetings with others, with leaders of the business community, 

with leaders of our labor unions, with educators, and with our own 

department heads in government. 

Those of you who have heard me speak know that I have spoken 

with some pride of the personnel, the type of people who accepted 

appointments in our administration in California, people unlike the 

usual political appointees, people i.·..rho have taken those jobs at a 

great personal sacrifice. 

But you also know that I have never mentioned these people in 

any division, as to whether they belong to one particular group or 

another, or where they came from. For, in the first place, that is 

because I just can't help but believe that appointments should be 

made, neither because of, nor in spite of, race or religion or ethnic 

background. And, second, because I am sensitive to any appearance 

of grandstanding or trying to take bovm for something that we should 

be doing just normally. 

But now, after. meetir..g with those good citizens, I think that 

it is time that they have a few symbols. Something to encourage 

them and to cling to, and I am going to tell you that my pride is 

even greater in the people who are working in our administration 

because we have the· greatest number, the greatest percentage, of 

members of the minority communities in policy-making and executive 

positions in our administration than has even been true in any 

administration in the history of the State of California. And we 

have appointed more than seventy Negroes and Americans of Mexican 

descent to our draft boards throughout California. 

Soon after I was elected, I chose an industrialist, Chad 

McClellan, who mobilized private industrialists in Los Angeles to go 

into the Uatts area two years ago, right after the riots, to provide 

jobs for the hard-core unemployed in that area and I asked him to 

take this on on a voluntary, statewide basis and he has done this. 

Today, more than 20,000 industrialists in sixteen of our commu

nities, cooperating with the job-training programs, the state and the 

federal governments, are actually placin~ t.~e hard-core unemployed 

in these private enterprise jobs. 
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The liaison in charge of this from government 1 s end is my 

Lieutenant Governor Bob Finch. 

Novi, I don't mean to oversimplify, but I have a b0.lief that jobs 

are the most important part of this problem. Regardless of all the 

social problems, regardless of all the things we love to talk about, 

of equality or opportunity or anything else, the ghettos' walls are 

economic. It does no good to pass legislation as window-dressing 

that opens doors if the people you're opening those doors for haven't 

the price of admission, can't buy the ticket to get in. Of the 

17,800 unemployed in the Watts area who were put into jobs by the 

Chad McClellan program, almost irr~ediately 30% of them moved out of 

that neighborhood, proving what the walls consist of in the ghettos. 

We have learned something else from these meetings. In spite 

of the liberal stance of too many of our labor leaders, management 

today is way ahead of labor w.:i.th regard to solving this problem. 

I know something about employment and I knm..-1 after 25 years as 

an off1cer. and a leader cf my own union, something of the responsi bi.-

lity of the union to its members t·Jhen there are not enough jobs to 

go around. 

But I knmi also, that when les~ than 3% of the union membership 

(. in California comes from our minority communities, there is something 

wrong and. that isn't good enougll.. 

' The apprenticeship programs, .for insta'1.ce, are sloN to take 

those who are darker-skinned or who have Spanish surnames. I know, 

too, California.law requires that we as a state do business with equal 

opportunity employers and I know that that law is going to be 

enforced to the letter. We are checking our own civil service·regu-

lations. \·Je do not believe that 99. 7% of California's jobs require 

.a high school diploma. 

In education, we are explor>ing the possibility or premium pay 

for the good· teachers so 'that the;:,r will be encouraged to take on the 

,hardest jobs v1here there is the greatest need for their skills. Uhen 

the physical f'acilities are needed for youth programs, athletic 

programs, adult meetings, Nhen Archie Illoore, the f'ormer champion 

out in San Diego, has almost tvm hundred youngsters and he is bring-

in3 them up and teaching them self-respect and he has to do it in a 

little storefront, i·1hy should the schoolhouse door be closed at four 

in the afternoon? Why shouldn 1 t 1m use those physical facilities and 

the playground and the meeting room for programs of this kind for the 
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balance of the day and over the weekend and through the summer? 

rr11 tell you now that I heard no pleas in these meetings for 

forced bussing or for unnatural inte:::;ration of children into schools 

far :from their homes. Over and over again, from the people themselves, 

the plea was for good schooling and discipline in the schools their 

children are now attending, and, believe it or not, they told me 

they wanted more education aimed at jobs, at vocational trainins. 

Th id t 11 rt ey sa o me, just isntt true that everybody has to 

have a college degree to be happy .. n 

There were points in ·1:1hich we uere not in agreement. 

I hold \·Jith government's right to enforce rules guaranteeing 

that those \·Jho do business with the public have an obligation to 

serve all of the public. 

I endorse a law that bans restrictive covenants with regard to 

housing and I believe that that same law should apply to those ·who 

are in the business, the large-scale business of marketing tract 

homes. 

But though I deplore and detest the evil sickness of prejudice 

and those who practice it, I cannot believe or bring myself to believe 

that we should open the door to government interference ·with regard 

to the individual 1 s right to the disposition of his own personal 

property, because once that door is opened, government has been 

granted a right that endangers the very basis of individual freedom, 

tb.;0; i::i.~ht to own and the right to possess. 

'I'l·1 e::-·e is a d~f ini te limit to what can be accomplished by law 

or leg:.1.s1at1on. Inevitably, and this was true in every meeting, 

we came to the point \·Jhere the only obvious solution vms the respon

sibility that lies with each one of us, our willingness to become 

personally involved, willingness to express our disapproval of those 

i·Jho are motivated by prejudice, even while \·Je defend at times their:' 

legal rights to indulge in that sickness. 

The industrialist must do more than write a memo encouraging 

the ?!:rl..12..lQYfilt:;_tlt __ of Negroes~- Sometimes, tie have learned, a memorandum 

doesn't reach the shop steHard or the foreman. He have discovered 

that if 1:1e are to continue vJi th this program of providing jobs, the 

head of the company, the 11 top banana", must keep goinc; down clear to 

the bottom every once in a while to remind them that this is his 

personal concern~ and that it is his wish that they do something 

about it in each one of these plants and industries. 
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Ve have learned in government that many times the policy stops 

when it leaves our office and gets down to the firing line. 

How do you thin1c we feel when ·we have sent out the word down 

to our state employment offices and then we find in one of those 

offices that a man, an instructor, took a young Negro boy in to 

fill out an application and as they left, havinc filled it out, in 

one of our California offices, he asked the boy if he would put certc, .1 . 

things down that he thought would be helpful and the boy said he for-

got?. 11 Hell, 11 he said, 11 Let 1 s go back in and add them." And he 

v.rent back ten minutes later and they couldn 1 t find the application .. 

On a hunch, he walked over to the nearest wastebasket, and they found 

the application. 

School administrators must go out of their ·way to encourage, and 

prod, and arm-twist promising minority students, students who don:t 

think that they have a chance of a scholarship and going to college 
! 

and moving on. 

It isn't enough simply to put a little notice up on the board 

saying that examinations for scholarshipa are available. They have 

got to take a personal interest and see that those individuels have 

their chance. 

Yes, all of us have to spend a little less time t~ing to be 

our brother's keeper and start trying -to be our brother's brother. 
} 

We are embarked on such a course in California. Not because or any 

talk of a long, hot summer or a long, hot any-other-period or the 

year; this is not a crash program. 

We are doing what we're doing because it is morally right to do 

it and it's a good thing to do. 

The runny thing is, it is good from every angle. It is good 

business. Industry in America today needs men and women. It is 

crying ror them to fill skilled jobs and here we have a community 

filled with men and women who need only the skills to f'ill those jobs. 

The alternative is to perpetuate poverty, keeping them on the dole:e 

at our expense. With jobs they become productive citizens, sharins; 

the burden of government with the rest of us and making it easier 

to solve the rest of the social problems. If we can raise our 

minority communities to just the average level of purchasing power 

of the rest of the majority community, we have a potential marl{et 

f'or our free enterprise system that is equal to or even greater th21n 

the foreign market, whose loss threatens our prosperity at this 



very moment.. That French philosopher so often quoted by all after

luncheon and after-dinner speakers, De Tocquevili~, came to this 

country a hundred years ae;o, searchinc; for the secret of America's 

greatness and finally found it. He said America is great because 

America is good, and he said if America ever ceases to be good, 

America will cease to be great. 

Nm"J, I am sure that some of what I have said has sounded very 

strange to some of you, coming from one who has in the ldndest words 

been termed a conservative and by some has been charged with being 

willing to eat his young. 

It shouldn't sound so strange, though. There is a Democratic 

state legislator out there in California, a black American, who 

represents the ·watts area, Bill are'~~. He is a liberal, and he says, 

"One thing California and the nation have to realize is that the 

black community and the conservative community a.re coming much 

closer together. Liberals tend to intellectualize the question out 

or·existence. 11 

Hell, nov1, I personally deplore the use of such labels as con

servative, moderate,· or liberal, or any other. I prefer to think 

that we are coming to a realization that those who look only to 

government for the answers have failed for some years to recognize 

the great potential force for good amonG those w~o instead have 

placed their fa5.th in the doctrine of the individual. 

Ne are dealing VJi th individuals. Each one of them--they are 

not a mass problem. Each one of them is unique as we are unique 

and each one of them is uttering the same cry. It has been uttered 

by mankind since the very beginning. That cry from within that wants 

him to be recognized as having human dignity and independence. The 

American dream that we have nursed for so long in this country and 

neglected so much lately is not that every man must be level with 

every other man. The American dream is that every man must be free 

to become whatever God intends he should become. The restoration 

and the perpetuation of that dream is the greatest challenge con-

fronting every one of us today. Thank you. 

.ll 
;'r # 
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SPEECH BY 

GOVERNOR RONll.LI) REAGAN 

1'. & 'T. Dinner 
Phoenix, Arizona 

April 9, 1968 

Here it is another election year and the Democrats have gotten 
out a handbook. It is a ha::idbook for all of their candidates, con
taining all sorts of instructions~ One I was really interested in. 
It said that the candidates should watch expenses and they shouldn't 
let out-go exceed income. They ought to have such a book for office-
'hoJ.ders. We're the only people in the world whose money can go to 
Eu;-o.pe and we can't. And with the increase in postage, we can't 
afford to write. It takes the combined t,axes of five families to 
pay the cost of the Federal Government for one second. Did you just 
blink? Before you opened your eyes, the government had spent $4,550.00. 
But as Hubert Horatio Humphrey said, nA billion here and a billion 
there, it adds up". Hubert! There is a modest.·-_man with a lot to be 
modest about. He approach~s every problem with an open mouth. For 
decades, they have tried to take every problem of ours and make it 
theirs, and that goes for everything else we own. Look how they 
solved the farmers' problems! Remember that old gag based on defini
tions? Socialism, if you have two cows the govern~ent takes one and 
gives. it to you neighbor. Communism, the government takes both cows 

·and gives tou the milk. In Washington, they take both cows, shoot 
one, milk the other, throw the milk away and buy butter from Holland. 
Their idea of helping the farmer is to buy him a milking machine and 
then take his only cow to pay his taxes. 

In 1940, it cost $20.75 to make a long distance telephone call 
from New York to San Francisco, and for that same amount of money you 
could send 1,037 letters. Now it costs $1.00 to make that call, and 
for that amount you can only send 16 letters. So the government is 
investigating the Bell System. They are spending $425,000,000 on public 
relations each year just to tell us how well off we are. Never have so 
few spent so much to tell us so little. Civilian bureaus multiply like 
wire coat hangers in a closet. For three years of this administration, 
the presiden~ has asked Congress for the passage of 1,057 proposals. 
Congress has inacted 655, most of which increase spending. Health and 
welfare, the ,cost went up 71% over these three years. Aid to education 
107%, housing and development 158.8%. But at the same time, the 
president piously tells us (quote) "The nation could face the return of 
strong inflationary pressures which could rob the poor and the elderly 
on fixed incomes". The implication was that they' r~ not nm·1 having 
inflation. Well 1 tragically an entire generation has grown to adult
hood not knowing anything else. In this year alone, our m~ney will 



buy $14,000,000,000 less than it bought a year ago. That $1,000 
someone-has saved and has in the bank earning $45~00 in interest 
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well subtract $28.21, that's what it has lost this year due to -
jnflation. The president signed a congressional resolution to reduce 
the number of federal employees by 2%, and with a cynicism all too 
prevalent in this government, he asked for an increase in the number 
of employees of 45,600 in his budget message. We're faced with a 
fiscal crisis that is greater in proportion than a·nything we've known 
since that dark Friday in October, 1929. But those in power lack the 
courage to take.any of the steps they should take lest they prove 
politically unpopular. They go their blissful way, telling us they 
know better how to spend our money. For example, the $249,000 on a 
research program called the demography of happiness. They did the 
research in Puerto Rico. ~'/ell, that 1 s pretty good for a start. They 
don It have any income tax ... But do you know ~vhat we learned for 
$249,000? We learned .that those who earn more are happier than those 
who earn less. The young are happier than the old and if you are well 
and happy, you are happier than if you are sick. 

· In·Joliet, Illinois, an adopted citizen of this country died, and 
out of gratitude to his adopted country he left his entire fortune of 
$170,0bO to the Federal Government. In due time a probate court filed 
on the will and deducted $27,000 as the State of Illinois' share for 
inheritance tax. The Federal Government is fighting the case, and 
they are fighting it on the _basis that the Federal Government is a 
charitable institution. And they've got a good case -- 42,000,000 
Americans are receiving some kind of direct cash payment from the 
government. The welfare programs that numbered 239 in '64 are now 4::. , 
and more are proposed. Indeed, one'wonders if the script of last week's 
surprising announcement hasn't been in. the works for quite some time .. 
There. is a new government publication out. It's called 11 The Vice 
President's Handbook for _Local Officials". Now it is printed at the 
taxpayer's expense but is quite an impressive campaign document. The 
president is dismissed in the book with :just one photograph. But 
Hubert Horatio Humphrey is all through the book, usually surrounded by 
smiling, happy children. In fact, the book bears the seal of the vice 
president, and the message is happy and unsubtle. In the forward, autho1 
by the vice president, the administration has 17 and one-half billion · 
dollars to spread around this year among the state,· city and local 
comr~unities. Are you getting your share? Are you passihg up your 
cut because of ignorance of procedures? And then he goes on to explain 
that if red tap~ gets in your way, if you are a local or state official 
don't bother your congressman or senator -- just get in touch with old 
Hubert. ·He will cut thro~gh that red tape and see that you. get yours. 

In Washington 1 the slogan used to be "walk softly and carry a 
big stick". Now it's "walk softly and carry a big sack". 

I inherited a government a little over. a year ago that had been 
a' little brother to big brother in Washington for eight years and during 
all that time whenever Washington sneezed, the gesundheit was heard in 
California. I won't go into detail about the fiscal chaos I inheri te,,.:t-., 
but there have been ~ome moments when I have wondered whether I was 
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elected governor or appointed receiver. 
nation in the number of poor but number 
poverty funds that have been allocated. 
poverty, they created an administrative 
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California ranks third in the 
one in the amount of federal 

But they did~'t alleviate 
nightmare. 

Following the Watts riots, millions of dollars in special programs 
were poured into that area and more than 50% of it went to administration. 
You know, when I became governor I discovered that I had the right to 
veto some of the poverty p.rograrns. I was totally inexperience.Cl. so I 
didn 1 t kno'.v that I wasn 1 t supposed to exercise that veto. So I ·went 
ahead and did it -- it was kind of fun. 'rhey had one that was a train
ing course for demonstrators. Now if there is one thing we don't have 
a sh6rtage of, it's demon~trators. Lately out there, I don't ask 
whether there are going to .,De pickets, I just ask which ones. There 
were some one day with signs ".Make love, not war", and they didn't look 
like they were capable of doing either. For the other one, there was a 
program in Ventura County. This was to put the hard core unemployed to 
work clearing our open parks lands. Now that's right down our alley, 
but when we looked a little more 6losely we discovered 17 hard core 
unemployed were going to be put to ·work and that more than half of the 
budget was going for seven administrators to make sure the 17 got to 
work on time, in addition to which the 17 were supposed to travel 12,000 
miles in the course of their work and there was no provision for travel 
expense or shelter. The general accounting office has found a job corps 
program with 1,869 enrollees and a staff of 1,078. Is it any wonder 
that the cost for each graduate pro-rates at $50,000 each? For that 
amount they should charge tuition. This isn't peculiar to California. 

In C~icago, an organization was awarded $872,000 to teach basic 
reading and arithmetic to dropouts. Now this is a worthy purpose. A 
Tribune reporter curious as to how they,were doing dropped into the 
school one day and interrupted a crap game. It was recess. He found 
the teachers weren't overly paid but they weren't overly worked either. 
Two of them were in jail, one charged with murder and one for conspiracy 
to comn1i t murder, three were out on bond awaiting a trial for rape and 
another was awaiting trial for aggravated battery and still another 
was on probation for burglary conviction. And the director said that 
it was too early to say whether the program had been successful. But, 
the teachers could add to their income -- they were paid $5.00 a head 
for every dropout they brought in, and since the dropouts were given 
$45.00 a.week and a family allowance the best place to find dropouts 
was the.nearby school where they talked the kids into getting out of 
school so that they could earn $45.00 over in this other place. 

In New Haven, $27,000,000 was spent on housing, education, job 
training and placement by the most famous of all the model poverty 
programs, but the deserving poor, most of whom were negroes, didn't 
get what they deserved probably because the director was getting 
$30,000 and the dozen others of his staff were drawing down salaries 
between $12,000 and $20,000 each. The administrative overhead ran 
50%. They had 250 phones for 274 employees7 23 offices were vacant 

·over a year but they all were equipped with telephones. You can get 
around New Haven in 15 minutes from plowed ground to plowed ground, 
but the travel expenses for the staff totaled $161,000. And now 
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on this-day of tragedy,we understand that Congress is g6ing to be 
told again and somehoi::1 the problem has failed of s-olution' becaus_e 
not enough money has been app1 ied to its solving. 'I'he credibility 
gap becomes a mor2,li ty gap, and together those two gaps form a 
Jeadership gap on a scale we have never known and should no longer 
tolerate. We have given of our treasure with a generosity unmatched 
in all man's history. We are despised abroad and those at home we 
sought to help sink deeper in poverty because they and w~ have been 
victims of politic,al opportunism and expediency. 

Whatever you may think of .Martin Luther King, whether you approvei 
or disapproved, something of America was buried today. It began with 
the first acceptance of compromise of the law -- acceptance of those 
who would apply the law unac1ually because of race or religion, and 
acceptance of those who advocate breaking those laws with which we are 
in disagreement. And it includes those in government unless and until 
they have the courage to say that the law will be enforced equally to 
all at all times without exception. 

- . - - '> • .. - •• ·--· -

In recent weeks,_ I have been going around our state from city tc' 
city quietly without any fanfare or press coverage meeting with the 
fine responsible citizens of our minority communiities -- those 
fine Americans of Mexican descent,the fine Negroes in our citie 
city after city I have met with these good people and seen the.:i· 
believable patience, overcoming frustrations as programs launched 
great promise died because-of mismanagement of the kind I have des( 
or because of the whim of some bureaucrat in the distant capitol. ..L 

have learned how our edudational system has failed them, how their so~ 
and daughters are passed from grade to grade simply because the year ~ 
gone py and not .because they've learned what they should learn until 

·they are given' a meaningless diploma at the end of the line and they 
don't have the education to even begin t:o read the directions in a job 
training program. I have learned how our economy hasn't extended its 
bounty to all our citizens. I have listened to their hopes and their 
hopelessness, and I have heard their plea. Curiously enough, it isn't 
for more welfare, more of these kind of programs, it's for jobs and 
their plea isn't to bus their children across town to another school. · 
Their plea is to give them good discipline and schooling in the schools 
close to home where their children are now in attendance. 

But noW; Republicans, why have we let our opponents preempt this 
whole humanitarian field when their record is one of colossal failure? 
Their whole big government approach has institutionalized poverty, 
perpetuating degradation until welfare becomes a way of life unto the 
second and third generations of the recipient families. It's our 
philosophy, not theres, that's based upon belief in the individual, in 
his rights and his freedom. Well, we're dealing with individuals! The 
are the ones who have tried to answer problems as if these people 
constituted some faceless mass that could be lifted in some kind of 
movement. 

Let's take ownership of a program that properly belongs to u.s. ~-Ve 
dealing, with individuals, each one unique, each one crying out in his s 

I 
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for his-rightful heritage of human dignity and th~ right to shape his 
own destiny. We have a chance to prove that we're more than ju~t 
negative critics. We have a chance to prove that our way is the wave 
cf the future. Let's do it not as some crash effort to avoid a long 
hot summer but because it's a good thing to do, it's the morally right 
thing to do. Then let's avoid the temptation of an election year. Let's 
leave the grandiloquent promises of an unreachable· Utopia or an instant 
tomorrow to the opposition. Let's make one siLlple promise! We don't 
know how long it will take. We. know the road is long and hc:ird. We know 
it can't happen tornorrow or next week, but we 're going to do whatever is 
necessary to start saving human beings and we're going to stop destroying 
them. 

( 
\ I was in ~·7ashington la.,..st week when the burning and the looting 

started. I was, as a matter 'of fact, in a Negro neighborhood center, in 
trying to find out what I could learn then~, that would be useful in 
our own state. As a result, I was in that gigantic traffic ja~ as our 
government closed down. There was panic on the very air breathed. We 
drove to the airport later w_hen the streets had been cleared.'.of the 
traffic . by .. the curfew. We made our ·way through the cro·wds of looters 
and the pall of smoke, met the columns of troops on their way in to the 
burning capitol of the most powerful nation on ea.rth and .no where was 
the abdication of leadership more evident than in our nation's capitol. 

Now journalists in other lands, sharpening their pencils and their 
tongues, are all ready and-hailing this as new evidence that ours is a 
si.ck society. Well, many of us are sick! We' re sick of that kind of 
talk from those who have taken our treasure yet depend on us to stand 
between them and the barbarians who'd cross their borders within the 
hour ~f we removed our mantle of protection fro:r;rr their countries. We're 
sick of a so-called leadership at home that has left the ship, of state 
adrift without rudder or compass. One who has abdicated the leadership 
will now treat with the enemy and those of his pa~ty who would replace 
him offer only that they would have quit earlier and given the enemy 
victory regardless of cost. And what of the yollilg men who bleed their 
lives into the rice patties and the jungle trails of that far away land? 
If it wasn't to our national interest for them to be there in the first 
place, who put them there and why? And if it was in our national interest 
then why have they been denied victory, the victory they are so capable 
of winning? You and I should keep on asking a q;uestion -- is it now our 
intention to cancel their sacrifice and let the enemy win at a table that 
which he couldn't win on the field of battle? Let the enemy prove his 
desire for peace by agreeing to a cease fire so that the dying stops 
when the talking starts and, perhaps, then, and we hope and pray that 
this will be so, we can have some optimism -- some reason to believe that 
he really wants peace. 

There has been a change in the palace guara. At the pentagon the 
regime of Robert MacNamara has ended as it began with a woe begone 
demonstration of military ineptitude. The play had a seven year run 
beginning with the Bay of Pigs and closing with the humiliating theft 
of one of our ships and the kidnaping of 83 young Americans and the sub-

· sequent murder of one. And in the last as in tbe first, there was a 
foundering of purpose and a loss of nerve. As has become fashionable 
of late, clever men who preside over our military forces and our 
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strategy congratulate themselves on sidestepping another decision 
and avoiding action. 

The official explanation given for the inabili~y of our air forces 
in the Far East to move out in support of the Pueblo is that all the 
fighters on alert in Korea are equipped only fbr nuclear retaliation. 
But hasn It that been the most per·sistent claim of .this administration 
that we have moved at a cost of five hundred billion dollars over the 
last eight years from a nuclear footing to one that would avoid the 
threat· of the bomb and ~ive us a flexible response? Flexible response 
we've had no response at all! Our ship has been stolen, our young men 
kidnaped and our government assures us it is upset -- strong letter _ 
follows. · 

A government's only.excuse for being is to guarantee the collective 
strength of all of us in defense of even one among us whenever and 
wherever the rights of that one are threatened. 

Let us read the wind very carefully -- the ~ind that started blowing 
November 8, 1966 and in this last election because millions of Americans 
democrats, republicans and independents voted against what's been going 
on. The working men and women have discovered that they are not the 
beneficiaries of the great society, they are paying for it. They voted 
against taxing thems~lves to provide medical care and a standard of livi 
for others that's .often more than they can afford for their own famiJ.ir:'· 
They voted against going deeper and deeper into debt as a nation wit 
the idea that we can afford anything and everything simply because we 
think of it. They repudiated the idea that government must alway~:; grov. 
larger, more costly and more po-werful. And they voted against continuin 
an easy atmosphere of peace and prosperity at home while some young 
Americans are dy:i,ng each day in defense of freedom. Thousands upon 
thousands of Americans, those forgotten men and women who work and suppor 
their communities and pay for all of the social tinkering, are groping 
for answers to their doubts, seeking a cause in which they can invest 
their idealism or their energy. They do not constitute a sick society. 
They are too self-reliant to sell their dreams of the future for the dull 
security of the ant heap. They hav~ been too long without representation 
in our national government. They believe in this nation as a nation unde 
God and that~their freedom is theirs by Divine Right and. not by govern
ment whim. They believe the function of government is to protect them 
from the . lawbr.eaker and not the other way around. 

\ ·~ \_ 

Now if this were an ordinary election year, I suppose that politics 
as usual would indicate that our party should try to find positions not 
too unattractive from any viewpoint. But this isn't a normal election 
year! Today the cry is for statesmanship. The people of this land are 
crying out for leadership, a leadership that will say, ''that no place 
in this nation shall there be higher standards of honor and integrity 
than in the halls of government. Let us, as Republicans raise a banner 
which the people of every party can follow, but let us choose the colors 
well for the people are not in the mood.to follow the sickly pastels Qf 
expediency. The cynical shades of those who would buy the people's v ~s 
with the people's money. Our nation is face-to-face with it's moment of 
truth. The time for bread and circuses is past time now to offer a 
government that believes its responsibility ·is to preserve the values 
that made this nation great, that governrrrent should use its power to 
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protec€ every citizen whose rights are denied whe~ever in the world 
that citizen may be, that ·we should of fer a government and a lec:.dcr-· 
ship that will of fer the hand of friendship to every nation but not 
out of fear. Peace is our purpose and 'de promise that 'We will never 
be without the strength to preserve that peace~ We will have the 
courage to tell our people-the truth with faith in their courage and 
willingness to support us in the hard decisions that must be made in 
the days ahead. We will have a government that will stop trying to 
buy the world'~ a~£ectioh and start earning its respect. 

Let us, as Republicans, eave the courage to lift such a banner 
one that asks the best of all o~ us instead of promising what seems 
to be the best for only some of us. Werre watched by millions of 
Americans, a voting block orossing racial, religious, ethnic and 
party lines and there are others who watch. Everyone of us who has 
been out on the campaign trail, talking in the fundraising affairs 
throughout the country have ·seen it. Millions of young Americans, our 
sons and daughters are watching. They are waiting to· see if once again 
we' 1-1 let ourselves be divided by labels applied complete with hyphen -
those shadings that have been so popular of late, moderate, liberal and 
conservative~ They're watching to see if we place more importance on 
those labels, on those shadings than on the challenge that confronts us. 
For with youthful wisdom, they know the price they'll pay if we fail to 

. meet our challenae because the stake "'He play for is the future in which 
they must live. J -

An Ohio doctor, a simple man, has written recently, "For one shining 
glorious moment of history, we had the key and the open door and the way 
was there before us. Men threw off the yoke of centuries and thrust 
forward along that way with such brilliance that for a little while we 
were the life and the inspiration of the world. Now the key has been 
thrown carelessly aside. The door is closing and we are losing that 
way." Well, you and I can have no greater iespon3ibility, rio more 
valuable legacy to leave to our children than the restoration of and 
the preservation of that American dream. 

Thank you! 
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It is a heartening thing tp see so many of you at a conference 

such as this. 

In spite of talk in recent years about the prevention of 

j~venile ~elinquency, all our statistics show that juvenile crime 

is a significant factor in our increasing over-all crime rate. 

The problem facing juvenile authorities and those involved in 

juvenile work is two-fold. 

First, preventing delinquency. 

Second, insuring that a maximum number of juvenile offenders 

can be salvaged from a life of crime. 

Neither is an easy task. And both will take the combined 

efforts of those in government and those outside of government. 

There is no single answer to either part of the problem. 

Each juvenile is an individual and as such takes a special individual 
i 

answer. 

I think there has grown up in recent years in the area of 

juvenile delinquency and crime prevention the same misconception 

that has grown up in so many other areas--the belief that government 

always knows best and that only government has the answers. 

I don't share th~t belief and I'm sure a lot of you here today 

don't share it either. 

While government can guide and lead--2nd should do these things-

and wt-ilc go?ernment must be responsible for at least the terms of 

rehabi:::tation and pnrole, the independent sector--all those parts 

of our .scciety outside of government--must become more widely and 

more closely involved if we are ever to make a real dent in solving 

this problem. 

While some juvenile delinquency may be due to poverty and 

some to home environment, ! 1m co11vinced that part of it is due 'to 

idleness. Farm kids don't get into trouble nearly as often as 

city kids. They have too many chores to do. And town is too 

far away. 

-1-
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Where do we start to change things? 

In the home, if we could. 

But there are other places. The schools, for example. More 

after-school activities--meaningful activities--are needed. 

Not very many kids who join teams join gangs. 

Not many boys or girls who have received the proper encourage-

ment and have been offered the proper incentive to stay in school 

drop out. 

Now I know when I say these things the first thing that will 

be asked is / "Where will we get the money? u Or rather the school 

authorities will say, "Give us more money." I know there never 

seems to be enough money for all we would like to do, but in the 

meantime perhaps we could have more effort and more dedication. 

Many teachers are interested primarily in their students-

we need more of these. And we need more leadership at the top, 

among school administrators and boards ot education. 

Recently, I met with minority groups up and down the state 

and this was one of their complaints. They didnJt want their 

children bussed. They weren't complaining about the physical 

facilities. But they were complaining about the quality of 

education their children were getting. Something has to be wrong 
i 

when one teacher after another passes a student through school 

until he finally reaches the place where he gets his diploma~ but 

he has never learned to read or spell or add simple figures. 

They di,dn 't demand college for everyone--they spoke of more 

vocat:1.1Y11a:!. training .. 

Ar.7 "::c.y c,r girl who has the ed-:..:;.cation to take advantage of 

oppor1: 1.:n:: ;::~it is less likely to be fr:~strated. .And frustration--

contJ.J.•·~-.'-~i.:-:;, ne· ... ·e~:---ending frustration--has t."J be a major ca:1se of. 

':'.!:12 s~.ate suye:d.ntend'?nt of schoc.J.s has called for incentivP. 

pay to jnaure that the best teachers are made available for our 

think all our teachers must ia~A up to tha !~ct that thei: jobs 

and c~lls for the best t~at is in them. For the product they turn 
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out--our children--wil build our nation's future or betray its 

heritage. 

But schools and teachers are only a part of the potential 

solution to the juvenile problem. 

Once a boy could go out and get a part-time job and the 

.merchant or businessman just reached into his pocket and paid 

him at the end of the day.or week. 

But they can't do this anymore,. There are child labor laws. 

There are minimuro wage laws. There are social security laws. 

There are -union regulations. There are tax laws. There is so 

much red tape that it just isn't practical for the average business-

man to hire part-time help. 

There is little we at the state or local levels can do about 

federal regulations and red tape except to petition Congress. 

But, perhaps through service clubs and civic organizations, we 

can persuade small businessmen that the cost of hiring a kid, 

even today, is cheaper in the long run than the cost of keeping 

him in a juvenile institution and the cost to society of a ruined 

life. 

As you know, we in state government are attempting to make 

available ~000 summer jobs for our youth and we are putting the 

emphasis on hiring the disadvantaged. 

But this is hardly a drop in the bucket. We need more programs 

involving the independent sector, such as the one that has been 

started by the Sacramento Chamber of Commerce. 

And we also need to involve the non-governmental part of our 

society in additional recreation efforts for summertime--more 

athletics, more programs that appeal to, and attract, kids. For 

again, government can't do it all. It takes interested citizens. 

It takes involvement, and there are many of you here who can 

heJn lead the way. 

You are in positions where you can go before service clubs 

i'.'l>td other groups I g0 to churches and go to businesses and urge 

th"~tu +-.<, l,,,.~comP. involved. 

young people in the ranks of the minorities, o.fh,n 11d~JF!0' by 

goverrnnent p:i:ond sei::;, demand an instant tomori·ow. 

Efforts of juvenile authn::: it ie.s mu$t be focused in these 
-"=t-
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minority efforts, not as police, but as experts who can help this 

part of our youth meet their problems and can direct their energies 

into constructive instead of destructive channels. 

Yours is an ever-changing f ield1 one that takes constant study 

and constant awareness of new approaches, because you are dealing 

not with things but with people. 

I know strides are being made here, important strides--especially 

in handling the boy or girl who has gotten into trouble. I know 

that we have programs making it possible to handle more youthful 

offenders at the local level instead of at the state level. And 

this is good. 

I know you are seeking alternatives to incarceration. And this 

is good. 

I believe that with juveniles, and especially the first and 

second offenders, where the chance is greatest to save them, that 

what we need is greater use of the "carrot and stick" philosoph_:

Hold that reward out to them for good behavior. But also let them 

know that bad behavior brings swift and certain punishment. 

For it is true that as we have sought more and more to excuse 

crime and wrongdoing by the individual, blaming it on society or 

environment or heredity, it is true that we have had a corresponding 

increase in crime. 

For the fact is that no society can be an enduring and stable 

society unless the individual is held to account for his misdeeds 

and unless the law applies equally to all. 

And just as societies are built to greatness by the accomplish

ments of individuals so they can be torn down if individuals are 

not held responsible for those things which tear down a society. 

We can make all the excuses we want, but it is the individual 

who must receive the credit for what is good in our society and the 

blame for what is bad, 

And this applies to juveniles, as well as to adults. True, a 

boy or girl may be led astray by another person, but it is you and 

others like you, acting as individuals who bring them back into 

line, who show them the error of their ways. 

It is you, and all of us as individuals, accepting our 

responsibilities toward our youth, who can bring each one to the 
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place where he is willing to accept his responsibility as an 

individual toward his fellow man and toward society. 

one of your jobs is to help give our youth the opportunity 

to be able to accept those responsibilities. I know you are 

working hard at your jobs and are dedicated to helping our young 

people, or you wouldn't be here today. 

I want to thank you for that and for giving me the opportunity 

to speak briefly to you here today. 

# # # 

(NOTE; Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be 
additions to, or changes in the above. However, Governor 
Reagan will stand by the above quotes.) 
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Here it is another election year and the Democrats have gotten out 

a handbook.. It is a handbook for all of their candidates, containing 

all sorts of instructions. One I was really interested in. It said 

th2.t the candidates should watch expenses <md they shouldn't let out-

go exceed income. 

They ought to have such a book for officeholders. We are the 

only people in the world whose money can go to Europe and we can't. And 

with the increase in postage, we can't afford to write. 

It takes the combined taxes of five families to pay the cost of 

the federal government for one second. Did you just blink? Before you 

opened your eyes, the government had spent $4,550. But as Hubert 

Horatio Humphrey said, "A billion here 2.nd a billion there; it adds 

up." Hubert! There is o. modest man with a lot to be modest about.. He 

approaches every problem with an open mouth. 

For decades, they have tried to take every problem of ours and 

make it theirs, and that goes for everything else we own. Look ho~rT 

they solved the farmers' problems! Remember that old gag based on 

definitions? Socialism---if you have two cows the government takes 

one and gives it to your neighbor. 

both cows and gives you the milk. 

Communism---the government takes 
.....--· 

In Washington, they take both cows, 

shoot one, milk the other, throw the milk away and buy butter from 

Holland ... · Their idea of helping the farmer is to buy him a milking 

m~chine and then take his only cow to pay his taxes. 

In 1940, it cost $20.75 to make a long distance telephone call from 

New York to San Francisco, and for that same amount of money you could 

send 1,037 letters. Now it costs $1 to make that call, and for that 

amount you can only send lS letters. So the government is investig~ting 

the Bell System. They are spending $425~000,000 on public relations 

each year just to tell us how well off we are. Never have so few S:;?Emt 

so much to tell us so little. 

Civilian bureaus multiply like wire coat hangers in a closet. 
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For three years of this administration, thk president·has asked 

Congress for the passage of l,057 proposals~ Congress has inacted 655, 

most of which increase spending. Health and welfcre, the cost went 

up 71 percent over these three years. Aid to education 107 percent, 

housing and development 158 .. 8 percent. But at the same time, the 

president piously tells us (quote) "The nation could face the return 

of strong inflationary pressures which could rob the poor and the 

elderly on fixed incomes., 11 The implication was that they are not now 

having inflation. 

~»!ell, tragically an entire generation has grown to adulthood not 

knowing anything else. In this year aloneo our money will buy 

$140000,000,000 less than it bought a year ago. That $1,000 someone 

has saved and has in the bank earning $45 in interest---well, subtract 

$28.21; that is what it has lost this year due to tnflation. 

The president signed a congressional resolution .. to reduce the 

number of federal employees by two percent, and with a cynic too 

prevalent in this government, he asked for an increase in th:.:; number of 

employees of 45,600 in his budget message. 

We are faced with a fiscal crisis that is greater in proportion. than 

anything we have known since that dark Friday in October, 1929. But 

( those in power lack the courage to take 2.ny of the steps they should 

take lest they prove politically unpopular. They go their blissful 

way: telling us they know better how to spend our money.· 

For example, the $249c000 on a research program called the 

demography of happiness. They did the research in Puerto Rico. Well, 

that is pretty good for a start. They don't have any income tax. But 

do you know what we learned for $249,000? We learned that those who 

earn more are happier than those who earn less. The young are happier 

th2n the old and if you are well and happy, you are happier than if you 

are sick. 

Indeed, one wonders if the script of the recent surprising announce-

ment hasn't been in the works for quite some time. There is a new 

government publication out., It is called "The Vice President's Handb ~,,~ 

for Local Officials." Now it is printed c.t the taxpayer's expense but 

is quite an impressive campc.ign document.. The president is dismissed in 

the book with just one photograph. But Hubert Horatio Humphrey is all 

through the book, usually surrounded by smiling, happy children. In 

fc.ct, the book bears the sec.l of the vice president, and the message is 

hci.ppy and unsubtle. In the forward, authored by the vice president, 
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·\.he 2.dministration -h~d 171?, billion dollars to s~~ead around this year 

among the state, city and local communities. Are you getting your 

share? Are you passing up your cut because of ignorance of procedures? 

And then he goes on to explain that if red tape gets in your way. if 

you are a local or state official, don't bother your cong~essman or 

sen2tor---just get in touch with old Hubert. He will cut through that 

red tape and see that you get yours. 

In ·washington, the slogan used to be 11 walk softly and carry a big 

stick .. 11 No~ it is "walk softly and carry a big sack." 

I inherited a government a little over a year ago that had been 

a little brother to big brother in Washington for eight years c.nd 

during all that time whenever Washington sneezed, the gesundheit was 

heard in California. I will not go into detail about the fiscal chaos 

I. inherited, but there have been some moments when I have wondered 

whether I was elected governor or appointed receiver. 

California ranks third in the nation in the number of poor but 

number one in the amount of federal poverty funds that have been 

allocated. But they did not alleviate poverty, they created an 

administrative nightmare. 

The credibility gap becomes a morality gap,. and together those two 
I 

gaps form a leadership gap on a scale we have never known and should 

no longer tolerate. ·we h2.ve given of our treasure with a generosity 

unmatched in all· man's history. We are <lespised a0road and those at 
' ' 

home we sought to help sink deeper in poverty because they and we have 

been victims of political opportunism and expediency. 

In recent weeks, I have been going around our state from city to 

city quietly without any fanfare or press coverage meeting with the fine 

responsible citizens of our minority communities---those many fine 

~..mericans of Mexican descent, the fine Negroes in our cities. In. city 

after city I have met with these good people 2.nd seen their unbelievable 

patience, overcoming frustrc.tions as programs launched with great 

promise died because of misrn2.nagement of the kind I have described or 

· becc:.use of the whim of some bureaucrat in the distant capital. I have 

lec.rned how our educational system has fa.:i.led themp how their sons 2nd 

d2.ughters are passed from grade to grade simply because the year has 

gone by and not because they have learned what they should learn until 

they are given a meaningless diploma at the end of the line and they 

do not have the education to even begin to read the directions in a job 

training program. 
-3-



I have learned(._Jw our economy has not extC.Jed its bounty to all 

our citizens. I have listened to their hopes and their hopelessness, 

a:,.1d I have heard their plea. Curiously enoug-h, it is not for more 

welfare, more of these kind of programs~ it is for jobs and their plea 

is 11ot to buss their childran across town to c.nother school. Their 

ple2_ is to give them good discipline and schooling in the schools close 

to horn vvhere their children are now in attendance .. 

But now for R~ublicans. Why have we let our opponents preempt 

this ~vhole humanitarian field when their record is one of colossal 

failure? Their whole big government approach as institutionalized 

poverty, perpetuating degradation until welfare becomes a way of life 

unto the second and third generations of the recipient families .. 

It is our philosophy, not theirs, that. is based upon belief in the 

individual, in his rights and his freedom.. Well, we are dealing with 

individuals. They are the ones who have tried to answer problems a.s if 

these people constituted some faceless mass that could be lifted in some 

kind of movement. 

Let us take ownership of a program th2.t properly belongs to us .. 

We are dealing with individuals,each one uniquev each one crying out 

in his soul for his rightful heritage of humzn dignity and the right t-,.... 

,,-. shape his own destiny o iiile have a chance to prove that we are more than 
'. 

just negative critics. We have a chance to prove that our way is the 

w2ve of the future.. Let us do it not as some crash effort to avoid a 

lo:ag hot summer" but because it is a good thing to do: it is the 

morally right thing to do.. Then let us avoid the temptation of an 

election year. Let us leave the grandiloquent promises of an unreach

o.i:::le Ut,opia or an instant tomorrow to the opposition. Let us make one 

. 1 • s :i.mp_e promise. We do not know how long it will take. We know the 

road is long and hard. We k.no;11 it cannot happen tomorrow or next week, 

but. we are going to do whatever is necessary to start saving human 

beings and we are going to stop destroying them. 

I was in Nashington when the recent burning and looting !';>tarted .. 

I W2.S p 2,s a matter of fact, in a Negro neighborhood center, trying to 

· f.:'..nd out what I could le2.rn there that would be useful in our 01rm state. 

· As c. result, I was in that gigantic traffic jam as our government closed 

do:1m. There was panic on the very air breathed.. Ne drove to the air-

port later when the streets had been cleared of the traffic by the 

cu.rfev·.J. We made our way through the crowds of looters and the pc:.11 of 

srnokeu met the columns of troops on their vrn_y in to .the burning capital 

0£ the most powerful nation on earth and nowhere was the abdication of 
!_ ~--~.!- J-'l-~-- -!a.,... "'l"'t....- V\~+{n1""'ltC! Ct;:t";")it'_ril_ .... 



Now journalist~ .in oth:::r lands, sharpening i.:.neir pencils and their 

tongues, are all ready and hailing this as new evidence that ours is a 

sick society. Well, many of us are sick~ we are sick of that kind of 

tc:.1k from those who have taken our treasure yet depend on us to stand 

be·cween them and the barbc.ri2ns who would cross their borders within 

the hour if we removed our m~ntle of protection from their countries. 

~·Je 2.re sick of a so-called leadership at home that has left the shi!,::> 

of st2.te adrift without rudder or compass.. One who has abdicated the 

leadership will. now tre2,t ·with the enemy 2nd those of his party ~11ho 

would replace him offer only that they would have quit earlier and given 

the enemy victory regardless of cost. And what of the young men who 

bleed their lives into the rice paddies and the jungle trails of that 

far away land? If it wci.s 11ot to our national interest for them to be 

there in the first place, who put them there and why? And if it was 

in our national interest, then why have they been denied victory, the 

victory they are so capable of winning? 

You and I should kee9 on asking a question---is it now our inten

tion to cancel their sacrifice and let the enemy win at a table that 

which he couldn't win on the field of battle? Let the enemy prove his. 

desire for peace by agreeing to a cease fire so the.t the dying stops 

when the talking starts and, perhaps, then, and we hope and pray that 

' this will be so, we can have some optimism---some reason to believe that 

he reci.lly wants peace. 1, 

There has been a change in the palace guard. At the Pentagon, the 

regime of Robert MacNamara hc-s ended as it began with a woebegone 

demo:1stration of milita.ry ineptitude. The play had a seven-year run 

beginning with the Bay of Pigs and closing with the humiliating theft 

of one of our ships and the kidnapping of 83 young Americans and the 

sunsequent murder of one. And in the last as in the first, there was a 

foundering of purpose and a loss of nerve. 

As has become fashionable of late, clever men who preside over our 

military forces and our strategy congratulate themselves on sidestepping 

another decision and avoiding action. 

The official explana.tion given for the in2bility of our air forces 

in the Far East to move out. in support of the Pueblo is that all the 

f i;h~ers on alert in Korea are equipped only for nuclear retaliation. 

But hasn't that been the most persistent claim of this administration 

th2.t we have moved at 2. cost of five hundred billion dollars over the 

last eight years from a nuclear footing to one that would avoid the 
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thre2.t of the bomb 
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a •. ...t give us a flexible respoi._e? 

Flexible response---we've had no response at all! Our ship has been 

stolen, our young men kidna9ped and our government ass1res us it is 

u:pset---strong letter follows .. 

A government's only excuse for being is to guaraniee the collective 

strength of all of us in defense of even one among us w1enever and 

wherever the rights of thc:d: one are threatened ... 

Let us read the wind very carefully-~·-the wind that started blow

ing :November 8, 1966 and in ·chis last election because m:.llions of 

Arnericans--Democrats, Republicans and Independents--voteC.. against what 

h2.s been going on.. The working men and women have discovered that they 

are not the beneficiaries of the Gre.at Society; they are paying for it. 

They voted against taxing· themselves to provide medical care and ?.. 

stc-ndard of living for others that is often more than they can afford 

for their own families. They voted against going deeper and deeper 

into debt as a nation with the idea that we can afford anything c:.nd 

everything simply because we think of it. They repudiated the idea 

that government must alwza.ys grow larger, more costly and more powerful • 

. ll.nd they voted against continuing an easy atmosphere· of peace and 

prosperity at home while some young Americans are dying each day in 

defense of freedom. 

Thousands upon thousands of Americans, those forgotten men and 

women who work and support their communities and pay for all of the 

social tinkeringq are groping for answers to their doubts, seeking a 

cause in which they can invest their iq~alism or their energy. They 

do not constitute a sick society. They are too self-reliant to sell 

their dreams of the future for the dull security of the ant heap. They 

h2ve been too long without representation in our national governmento 

T~ey believe in this nation ~s a nation under God and that their 

freedom is theirs by Divine Right and not by government whim. They 

believe the function of government is to'protect them from the lawbreakeJ 

a:rd not the other way around. 

1'1ow if this were an ordinary election yea.r, I suppose that polit..1.cs 

2s usu2l would indicate that our Party should try to find positions not 

too u.nc:.ttractive from any vie1.'1point. But this is not a normal election 

year. 
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Today the cry is for st2.t.esmanship. The people of this land are 

crying out for leadership, a leadership that will say, "that no place in 

this nation shall there be higher standards of honor and integrity than 

in the halls of government. Let us; as Republicans raise a banner 

which the people of every party can follow, but let us choose the colors 

well for the people are not in the mood to follov·,.r the sickly p2stels 

of expediency_ The cynic2l shades of those who would buy the people's 

votes \'lith the people's money. Our nation is face-to-face with its 

mome:>it of truth. The time for bread and circuses is past time now to 

offer a government that believes its responsibility is to preserve the 

values that made this nation great, that government should use its 

power to protect every citizen whose rights are denied wherever in the 

world that citizen may be, that we should offer a government and a 

leadership that will offer the hand of friendship to every nation, but 

not out of fear. 

Peace is our purpose and we promise that we will never be without 

the strength to preserve tha:c peace. We will have the courage to tell 

our people the truth with faith in their cour2.ge and willingness to 

support us in the hard decisions that must be made in the days ahead. 

We will have a government tho.t will stop trying to buy the world• s 

affection and start earning its respect. 

Let us, as Republicansp have the courage to lift such a banner---

one that asks the best of all of us instead of promising what seems 

to ba the best for only some of us.. We are watched by millions of 

Americans, a voting bloc crossing racial, religious, ethnic and party 

lines and there are others who watch. Every one of us who has been out 

on the campaign ~rail# talking in the fund raising affairs throughout 

the country has seen it. Millions of young Americans 1 our sons and 

d2.u.ghters are watching.. They a.re waiting t.o see if once again we will 

let ourselves be divided by labels applied complete with hyphen---those 

shadings that have been so popular of late# moderate, liberal and 

conserv2.tive. They are tv;;.tching to see if we place more importance on 

those labels, on those shadings than on the challenge that confronts us. 

For with youthful wisdom, they know the price they will pay if we fail 

to meet our challenge because the stake we pla.y for is the future in 

which they must live. 

# # # 

(Note~ Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be 2.ddi tions 
to, or changes in, the above. However, Governor Reagan will 
stand by the above quotes .• } _,_ 
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As the day nears when classroom and playing field must give 

·way to the larger arena with the problems of inequ'11 ity and human 

misunderstanding, it is easy to look at those in that arena and 

demand to know why the problems remain unsolved. \Je who preceded 

you asked that question of those who preceded us, and another younger 

generation will ask it of you. 

I hope there will be less justification for the question when 

it is your turn to answer. ';'111at I am trying to say is that no 

generation has failed completely, nor will yours succeed completely. 

But c1cn 't get me v1rong. :•Then the generation of which I am a 

part leaves the state, history will record that seldom has any 

generation fought harder or paid a higher price for freedom. 

:·•e {:,a·,;e known three wars and now a fourth. A cataclysmic 

depress i·=-~ h2s toppled governments and reshaped the map. 

No, we did not find the single cure-all for man's inhumanity to 

man, or the answer to human frailty. 

It is e"2sy to point to 01:r failures· and talk of the mess of our 

t hnes, and e,;;en to promise we will do better. But for the record, 

since we are the generation that exploded the atomic bomb and brought 

a permar:.i:c>'1t terror to the wor:!.d, w~ also harnessed the atom for 

and inc:'.1.«2 •;;ial power, have brot·.:;hi: man to the threshhold of a fab:llcus 

era. 

lap in ~2ieating cancer. 

Pc ::.?1t 2 n accusing finger and 1 ist smog, ·water pc,J.lut. i•.:.ri, ?;-"ove:rt:y, 

civil rights, inequality of opportunity. We still seek the answers, 

and while many of us disagree as to the solutions, ·we were the ones 

who faced up to the problems and charged ourselves with finding the 

answers. 

No people in 211 the history of mankind have shared so widely 
in material resources. ~~ taxed ourselves more heavily and extended 
aid at home and abroad. And 'When instead of shrinking, the problems 
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grew larger, the government planned more and passed more legislation 

to add scores of new programs until today their list in government 

catalogues takes hundreds of pages. 

The New Frontier has become the Great S<?ciety and it becomes 

greater every day-~greater in cost, greater in wasteful extravagance, 

greater in the manner it imposes restrictions on the people. 

In 1940 it cost $20.75 to make a long distance telephone call 

from New York to San Francisco, and for that same amount of money 

you could send 1037 letters. Now it costs $1.00 to make that call, 

and for that amount you can only send 16 letters. So the government 

is investigating the Bell System. 

Within the last few· weeks the President told a farm audience 

that the urban problems were due, at least in part, to the large 

numbers of untrained country people who have migrated to the cities 

and are unable to find, or qualify for jobs. Then he said, "We must 

get them back to the farms." 

But it was his Secretary of Agriculture, \·tithin his term of 

o'ffice, who said, "We only need one and one half million farmers, so 

t'wo milli.on nmst leave the soil and move to the cities, " and they were 

encouraged to do so. 

From approximately the time when you started school, the 

Department of Agriculture employment has increased 62 percent, but 

' the nun::i)er of farms has declined 36 percent and the farm pop':.llation 

has declined 42 percent. 

In 1954, there was one Department of Agriculture employee for 

every 72 farms~ today there is one emplcyee for e\rery 28 farms. 

Rot:"t<e:.nber the old gag bas.sd on definitions? Socia].ism--if you 

have two cows the government takes one and gives it to your neighbor. 

Communism-·-·tbe government tak~s both co<..vs and gives you the milk. 

Il1. 'iJash.1.ngton, they take both cov-,;s, E-.i::.0·:-'i: o:r~8 .. mi~-k -tl-.e other, tnr.•.)it! 

I am ol.:re you must be i::i-cerested more in those parts of the 

~~_::~_1:_.~'2~.ietz we associate with human problems and the ans\vers to 

ht:tuan mi.;:;Gry and inequality of opportunity. Our o'~-erall apFroach to 

~~;f~ had its beginning in the dark Depression days of the 1930's. 

·we were all concerned with giving a hand to those who ,,,ere willing to 

work but through no fault of their own could find no work. Our 

original concept was of temporary aid until the individual could once 

again be self-supporting. 
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But gradually, without our quite knowing how it happened, the 

concept changed. The hand up became the handout. Until now we have 

an institution of poverty, and some of those on welfare are third 

generation families who live on the public subsidy .. 

Last year unemployment reached its lowest point since the war. 

But still we added almost 700,000 to the welfare roles. In California, 

welfare has increased over the last decade more than six times the 

increase in popt1lation. This alone substantiates the charge that 

welfare, as we know it, has been a colossal failure.. ~,;relfare, to be 

successful, must be judged on the basis of hot,v many people it has 

made independent of welfare. 

The modern world of politics has grown up to the practice of 

running not against a man as he is, but against an image created 

deliberutely by opportunists. Therefore, anyone who criticizes the 

multitudinous welfa_!"e programs is charged with being ag~inst their 

humanitarian goal~ and an image grows of callousness and indifference 

to human suffering and human rights. The time has come to acknowledge 

that all men of good will support the humanitarian purpose--our 

difference lies only in how best to achieve it. 
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Federal aid to'\..ne poor has increased 290 \--rcent over the last 

8 years and nov1here \·Jas government more generous than in pre-riot 

Detroit. 

A S:;?ecial cornmittee of Hichigan•s legislature, numbering a majority 

of Democrats, has stated: "One of the most serious frauds one can 

co:m..~it U?on the poor is to promise something you do not or cannot 

deliver. ~De recei?tS and disbursements for 1965 througb 1967 reveal 

the same picture. There is so little money left for the poor after 

salaries and fixed overhead that one can no longer refer to this fact 

as an irregularity--one must call it what it is, fraud. 

The present national administration has outlined 1 seven 1 housing 

programs designed to produce 26 million units in the next ten years. 

But what is the record of government in public housing? 

Back in 1949 they appropriated money to build 8101 090 homes in 

six years. 1101r1, 20 years later, they have still failed to meet that 

goal. In 1965, they passed a new act to build one-quarter of a million 

homes by 1969. They will miss by half. 

In Chic'ago 1 agrou:;_-:>1.-1as funded $872,000 to teach basic reading 

and arithmetic to dropoutso After a time a Tribune reporter, curious 

as to how they were doing, dropped into the school one day and 

interrupted a crap game. It was recess. He foun<i the teachers were 

not overly paid--they got $3840 to $6500 a year--they were: not overly 

·wor~:;.ed either. Two of them were in jail, one charged with murder and 

one for conspiracy to commit murder, th;;ee we::::-e out on bond awaiting 

a trial for rape and another ·was a'\'Jaiting trial for aggravated battery 

and still another was on probation for burglary conviction. 

And the director said it 'irJaS too early to say whether the program 

had been successful. But, the teachers could add to their income--

they were paid $5 a head for every dropout they brought in, and since 

the dropouts \vere given $45 a week and a family allovJance, the best 

place to find dro:_Jouts was the nearby sc11ool, where they tall;:ed the 

'!.;:ids into getting out of school so that they could earn $45 over in 

this other :')lace. 

T:1hen I too1;: office, I discovered I had the right to veto poverty 

programs. Being totally inexperienced I did not know I was not 



I \Jas told, fo~ ~xar.i;_Jle / of one program thL _ was going to ptit 

the hardcore unemployed in a county to wor1:.: clearing our open 1:iar1c-

lD;:e lands in California. I had no quarrel with that goal 8 but then 

I discovered that they were going to put 17 of the hardcore unemployed 

to wor1;: and more than half of the money ·was going to go for seven 

administrators to ma"i;:e sure that the 17 got to ·•.-10r1{ on time. So we 

vetoed it. 

-o-

t·Te were promised guns and butter--no downpayment and easy terms .. 

The war 'l.vould be successfully concluded and the Great Society at home 

'l:JOuld be ex:.;>anded. 

Derided as Ice Age reactionaries were all those who ·warned of a 

day of reckoning. They had not discovered the· magic brass lamp with 

its genie named "Ne1.·1 .2:conomics 11
.. Hell, let the lamp rubbers answer 

now--w1i.ere is the g·enie? cur gold iE! g9ne, our paper money can be 

exchanged any time for more paper and our coins now rattle on the 

counter v1ith the flat tone of copper. Bar the first time in memory, 

l\.merican tourists have seen the once proud symbol of industrial might--

the dollar--refused in foreign inns and taverns. 

\!e are no longer in control of our currency and those who are, our 

Zuropean qold pool associates, have issi.1ed an ultimatum: balance your 

budget and correct your imbalance of international payments or the 

dollar will be allowed to fall. 

And 'l.'1ho among the :?alacE. Guard has tne courage to tell the people 

of this nation what must be done? Are W.3 su:i::Jposed to belie'\;·e that c.ny 

of the candidates of the party in :?O':Jer are of a different stripe? That 

any one of them stands op?osed to the lJJ".'ofli~:a.·::.e policies of the leader 

vfho has tossed his crmm to them 1.i~;:e a briae • s bouquet? They talk of 

great ne\·7 9roc;rams--still on credit to rebui:!.·5. our cities, hand ou·c. pre-

pac1:;-.aged education and guarantee pa:7 checks not just to those \·lhO hunger 

and thi:::-st, but. to all those 1.·7h:> 2.:(0 discon·t:<:~n-::.ed with uhat they have .. 

(i':TOTE ~ 

·'*· 
- ·~ I• 

Since Governor Reagan.speaks 
to, or changes in the above. 
stand by the above quotes.) 

·" 
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It is a pleasure to be here on a day of growing importance 

and significance in our nation. 

Lai:l nay was established to point up the necessity of maintaining 

this as a nation, not of men, but of laws, under which men can enjoy 

ma:dmum liberty 4 

May 1 has always been a meaningful day for this kind of observ-

ance, because it contrasts directly with the Communist observance of 

May Da.yo The contrast is a pointed one.. Con-.munism by nature is a 

dictatorship and these, by definition, are governments, not of 

laws but of men. 

Men impose tyranny. Laws protect us from tyranny .. 

But this year, whlle we recognize the contr&st in laws between 

our nation and many other nations, we can no longer view that dif

ference with any degree of smugness: or any real sense of satisfac-

tion. 

The term "May Day 11
, among other things, denotes an inter-

), 

national distress signal, and it is unfortunate, but true, that 

this year we, as a nation that exists by choice under the law, are 

in sore distress regarding the law. 

Lawlessness is rampant in our society and crime increases 

faster than our population, at a rate of 16 per cent a year.. This 

year, you and I each have one chance in 47 of being the victim of 

a.major crime,, 

Juvenile delinquency increases even faster. 

And these arc serious problems. 

Surely they arc symptoms of a society that has become permissive 

·in its attitude toward right and wrong. Permissiveness is an atti-

tude today that pervades our homes, our schools and our courts. 

Suddenly it hv.s become wrong to hold a person solely account-

able for his actions and his deeds. Suddenly society is to blame 

for the actions of the evildoer. lilld the guarantees in tho law 

and tho Constitution that were moant to protect the rights of the 
-1-
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law-abiding have been twisted so that they set the criminal 

loose to prey again on society# 

What kind of tortured logic is it that restores a driver's 

license to a drunken dr~ver because, as one court held, when 

arrested she ·was too drunk to be aware of the consequences of 

refusing a sobriety test? 

Suddenly, it has become wrong to hold a parent accountable 

for the deeds of his children. Once, public humiliation ~ras 

fitting and sufficient punishment. Now records are sealed on the 

grounds that we might damage a juvenile psyche or embarrass a 

parent. 

What, indeed, has become of the concept of reward for virtue 

and punishment for the wrongdoer? 

But where once individual crime and even organized crime 

were matters that deserved and received· our major concern, these 

are now overshadowed by a new kind of lawlessness and, going 

hand in hand with it, new interpretations of rights .. 

Combined, they threaten the very existence of our form of 

government. 
\, 

This is political lawlessness,, hidden under the cloak of 

.. the right to dissent'', spawned by .a new creed that says a man 

can choose the laws he wishes to obey, and that says the need 

for social change is justification for flouting the laws, resorting 

to violence and inciting to riot. 

We have seen it start from the seed of so-called "civil 

disobedience" and watched it grow to disturbances and massive 

disorders that disrupt traffic and interfere with the legitimate 

activities of other citizens. 

And we have watched it finally blossom into riots and arson 

and looting and finally the ultimate--assassination .. 

And we watch as its fruit threatens to be a nation split 

into two armed camps with revolt and revolution ripe for those 

who would taste it. 

I cannot believe that most Americans want thiso I believe 

that very few Americans want this. And yet as law-abiding 

-2-
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citizens they have watched helplessly as their national leaders 

have too often stood passively by, condoning or in some cases 

even encouraging wanton violations of the law. 

One of our highest elected officials, as recently as July, 

1966, warned that "I've got enough spark in me to lead a mighty 

good revolt." This is a man sworn to uphold the law and yet is 

giving lip service to the idea of destroying the law. 

or take one United States Senator, who dee la res "there is 

no point in telling Negroes to obey the law. u Or the case of 

a candidate citing a quote to inflame already inflamed audiences, 

"the more riots that come on college campuses, the better the 

world for tomorrow." 

These men have indeed helped sow the wind and all of us 

are the victims of the whirlwind. 

Here in California we have watched the University of California 

at Berkeley used as a staging ground to attempt to disrupt the 

Army Induction Center in Oakland. 

And w~en the police broke up that unlawful disturbance and 

restored order, what did we hear? Why, cries of "police brutality," 
I 

of course. 

We have watched as students at San Francisco State invaded 

the campus newspaper and beat the editor. And later watched 

students 1 spurred on by some members of the faculty, riot when 

those involved in the beating were slapped on the wrist. We 

have seen disorder and threats go unpunished on campuses else-

where in the state. 

In New York a few dissidents were able to stop the building 

of a new gymnasium at Columbia .. We have seen Howard University 

in \11ashington taken over by revolting students; trustees of 

Tuskegee Institute looked up by other militant students: and these 

are only a few instances of the new lawlessness on campuses. 

Three weeks ago I left Washington, D.C. as a riot raged. 

We saw looters pillaging unchecked, and fires raging throughout 

the city. 

Riots also flared in other cities Chicago, Kansas City, 

Baltimore -- all allegedly in the name of a man of peace. And 

in all, the pattern was the same--looting, burning, violence. 

-3-



Spontaneous? I doubt it. But spontaneous or planned, the 

tragedy ·was not in thG riots themselv0s., The tragedy was the 

lack of leadership in high places--thosc who should have antici-

pated and been prcparede A promised message to Congress failed 

to materialize and became only an extension of the silence. 

The ultimate humiliation for the most powerful nation on 

earth is that now those entrusted with protecting our PrGsident 

have ruled that he must move unannounced and furtively around 

our land, without advance notice of his comings and goings. 

~fi1at has America come to? 

Certainly you as men trained in the law are asking that 

question .. 

Millions of us who are not lawyers are also asking that 

question. ~Jhat has America come to? 

And how do we put it hack on the right path? 

We are here today to re-affirm that we are a nation of laws. 

~nat re-affirmation can be the first step in returning us to that 

concept or it can be a mockery. 

I intend that in California it will not become a mockery. 

I am here today to re-affirm that California is a state where 

people have a, right to live under the protection of the law, and 

that means all our people, with no one relcgat~d to a kind of 

second-class citizenshipo 

Every law-abiding citizen has tho right to expect his government 

will insure the safety of his person regardless of his station in 

lif c, his ethnic backgrour.d, his race or religion. 

Every.parent has the right to expect government to protect his 

children from those who deal in drugs and profit from pornography .. 

Every homeowner and every businessman has the right to expect 

his government to protect his property against the criminal, the 

arsonist, the rioter and the looter. 

I yiew ·with respect the responsible efforts of most of our 

teachers whose personal and prof ossional values require them to 

pursue the truth \1hercvcr it may lead. They are not like the few 

who, in tho cloak of a distortion of the meaning of academic frccdomr 

uso thG classroom and the campus for tho advancement of their own 

s8lf-intcrest and political doctrine. It seems little to ask that 

tho great majority remind their erring colleagues of tho moaning of 
and the reason for professional ethics, especially when dealing with 
thG vouth of a democratic societv ~ -4-
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0ur colleges and universities were created--and are tax

supported--as centers of education, not staging areas for insur

rection. As I said in January of 1967, I say again--obey the 

rules or get out. 

We are interested in bettering the lot of all our people1 

especially our poor and those who have particular problems because 

of color nr language~ 

We have been working and we will continue to work to insure 

equal opportunit~ but we will do it under the law. 

Indeed, we expect and demand more rigid enforcement of those 

laws which are intended to insure equality. 

We are working now to provide better channels of communication 

so our poor and uneducated will know what the law is and how they 

can have recourse to it. 

I have met in recent days with the Fair Employment Practices 

Commission to see what steps can be taken to insure equal employ

ment opportunities. 

I have met with labor union leaders to discuss this same matter. 

We are lqoking within state government to see what laws should 

be changed to insure equal employment in government. 

We are doing these things because they are right 1 not because 

of some threat of lawbreaking or a long hot surr.mer. 

We will work to overcome the reasons for the hopelessness and 

frustration that can easily give way to acts of mass violence. But 

we will not tolerate that violence. Nowhere in man's history has 

there been a peo2le who shared more widely their bounty with those 

in need1 at home and abroad. 

ours was a society which recognized its obligations to care for 

, those who either temporarily or permanently could not care for 

themselves. It is good that we do this and I doubt we would have 

it any other way, but today there are those who look on welfare as 

a right., 

The government, they say, has an obligation to provide not only 

for those who can't work but also for those who won•t work, as if 

the government is a separate entity with resources and wealth of 

its own creation. 

But the government is the people. And you and I are under no 
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obligation to support those who refuse to support themselves_ And 

those who would pass lav·Js forcing us to do so are taking us down a 

very dangerous road where government coercion of the people is 

accepted .. 

Some people soften the coercion by calling it statism, some 

socialism. But by any name it is a repudiation of freedom and an 

affront to the dignity of mand 

Can we remain free at home and help the cause of freedom abroad 

if liberty becomes license, and law becomes a fraud? 

Social change is not only inevitable, it is also necessary .. 

It has been said that a society without the means for change is 

a society without the means for its survival .. 

But change should mean improvement. And we.cannot improve 

our society by tearing down~ We can not build a society by destroy-

ing its foundations. 

We cannot right wrongs by ignoring the legitimate methods for 

redress of grievances. 

We cannot create a climate of equal opportunity and equal justicf 

by pu.tting a ceiling on opportunity and creating a class of peopli. 

who are above the law. 

In the words of your theme this year, "only a lawful society 

can build a better society." 

It is.up to us as citizens to help build that better society. 

We cannot do this by standing on the sidelines compl~ining. 

Those in government must provide the orderly framework of laws. 

Those outside of governm0nt must become involved in helping to 

build that society within th2.t framework. 

Working hand in hand we can help build a freer society and a 

better society. Alone we cannot do it. Together we must. 

(NOTE:! Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be 
additions to, or changes in, the abovf~ _ Hov-.rmrer, GoV8l:11< 

Reagan will stand by the ahove qn0tes.) 
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It is a pleasure to be here with so many lovely and talented ladies .. 

You 1mo°l;J, we have a great deal in cmnrno:i--or we did until I wo1~e 

up one morning to find myself in politics. 

Before most of you were b-::>rn--if I can judge from o.ppearances--I 

started out--('bac1~ in 1932 )--to make a career in radio.. This I did 

for five years as an announcer and a sportscaster on l7HO in Des I:oines. 

A~d if I hadn 1 t come to California to cover the Chicago Cubs: ~n10 used 

to hold sp~ing training on Catalina Island, I m.ight still be broadca2tin9 

Big 10 football. 

Of course you :~now where I wound up--on a television set in the 

middle of Death Valleyo 

But you 1~now I am not the only ex-broadcaster who found himself 

in politics. £:30th Governor McCall of cregon and Governor Williams of 

Arizona are t·1.-10, I know, who also were broadcasterso Then of course 0 

there is my old friend c·?ngressrnan Ho R .. Gross of Im111a who also used to 

t, 

And I wouldn't \"!ant to for get Sam Yo:rty--who went the other way--

fr.om politics to television. 

I thought today that I would like to tal1c to you about the things 

that are of; concern to me for a few minutes and then to tell you about 

some of the things that seem to be of concern to our co~.ntryo 

You know / 'l:Jhen I ca:;npaigned for governor 1 I went up and do'W!l 

California and let peO;?le as]( me questions.. This way we found out 

what was really on their mindso 

How in recent wee1.:.s., I have begun to do S'.Jme of that again.. And 

I \vould like to tell you what some of those questions are an.:1 ,,;hat my 

ansvmrs have been .. 

I'lany of the questions a:ce thos,3 i.:11a'!:. seem pc.rticularly to be 

botb:~ring our Y9l1D.9LJ?g..QE.~- especially -':".hose en our C!Ollege and universi'l. 

campl!ses .. 
-1-
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1\s the day nears when classroom and playing' ;..;ield gives fway to 

the larger arena Nith its problems of inequality and human misunder-

standing, they tend to look at those in the arena and demand to know 

why the problems remain unsolved, just as we who preceded them asJ;:ed 

that question of those who preceded us, and another younger generation 

will as;~ it of them .. 

~:hat I am tr::{ing to say is that no generation fails completely, 

nor succeeds completely.. But I want to make one thing plain.. l!hen our 

generation leaves the stage, I think history will record that seldom 

has any generation fought harder or paid a higher price for freedom. 

He have known three ·wars in our lifetime, and now a fourth. :-;e 

have lmown a cataclysmic depression that toppled governments and reshaped 

the map of the world. 

It is true, •,:1e have not found a single cure-all for man 1 s inhumanity 

to man or the ans\·1er to human frailty. It is easy to point out our 

failures, to tal1c of the mess of our times. But for the record, since 

we are the generation that exploded the atomic bomb and brought permane·;· 

terror to the ·uorld, we also harnessed the atom for peaceful purposes, 

Some of those peaceful purposes.are in medicine and industrial power 

and they brought man to the threshold of a fabulous era.. t:re defeated 

polio and T.3. and mcst of the plague diseases that held more terror 

for man1{ind than even the threat of the bomb. It is a certainty that we 

or the next generation will defeat cancer. 

Now you can point an accusing finger and list smog, water pollution, 

poverty, civil rights and inequality of opportunity.. Ne still seek 

the answers to these. T·Zh.ile many disagree as to the solution, it is 

true that we t.·1ere the ones who faced u:=> to the problems and charged 

ourselves \:Jith finding an answer. :no people, in the history of mankind, 

have shared so uidely of their material resources. We taxed ourselve 

more heavily and we extended aid at home and abroad.. And when instead 

of shrinkin~; the ~'.)roblem grew larger 1 ~:Te planned more and we passed 

more legislation--scores of new programs--until today they are listed 

in governIT£nt catalogues numbering hundreds of pages. 
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But suddenly th~, ' is an unease in the land( t growing realization 

that our good intentions have taken us dmvn some strange and unwanted 

roads.. ue were warned early in our history that the roost important 

thing we could leave to our children ·was not ·wealth.. It was to leave 

them liberty. 

I\nd as "de have carelessly tinkered with the intricate machinery 

that was our guarantee that government's only power would be that pro

vided by us, ·1:ie have created a new power source beyond our control.. How 

they are telling us that the complex problems. are beyond our capacity 

to solve.. The :..:ew Deal and the Fair Deal and the New Frontier have 

be0.ome a paternalistic 9reat Society, and it grows greater every day-

greater in cost, greater in wasteful extravagance and greater in the 

powe::. to impose on our freedom. 

Today vle are promised guns and butter with no down payment and 

easy terms. The \i.rar will be successfully terminated and the Great 

Society at home will be expanded. 

How all those who ~.1arn of a day of reckoning haven 1t discovered 

the magic brass lam.;::> with its genie named new economics... lJell, let the 

lamp-rubbers ans\·1er now, where is that genie? Our gold is gone, our 

pa?er money can be exchanged anytime for more papero And our coins 

r:.:i.t.t.le on the counter with the flat tone of copper., For the first time 

i~.i -~:he memory of America, our tourists have found that the once proud 

synfuol of our industrial might, the American dollar, is refused in 

foreign inns and taverns" \le are no longer in control of our currency. 

Those who are, the 3uropean gold-pool associates, have issued an ulti

matum: Balance your budget and correct your imbalance of international 

payment, or the dollar ·will be allowed to fall .. 

~lho among the ?alace guards has the cqurage to tell this nation 

what must be done:> Are ~,.ve supposed to believe that any of the candidates 

from the party now in pm1er are of a different stripe i that any one of 

them stands 0~1:Josed to the profligate ;?olicies of the leader v1ho has 

tossed his crmm to them like a bride 1 s bouquet? They talk of great 

nev1 programs to rebuild our cities 1 to hand out f::-ee packaged education 

and guaranteed pa.yc:hec::~:, not just t:o those w:1c h'.Jc3·er 2.nd thirst,, but 

to those vrho are d::. s con tE'; n1ied ·with vki.a t they have • 
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In' 1920; it cost( 'O. 75 to telephone from Ne( Iork to San 
\ 

Francisco, and for that amount of money you could send 1,037 letters. 

now it costs a dollar to ma1:e that telephone call, and you can only 

send 16 letters for that amount. So the government is investigating 

the Bell System. 

In the last few '"eeks, the :?resident told a farm audience that the 

urban problem was due at least in part to the large numbers of untraine 

count::::-y pe0?le who migrated to the cities and were unable to find or 

qualify for jobs there. lmd then, he said, ·we must get them back on 

the farmo That's a quote. But it was his secretary of agriculture, 

i:ri:t.n:~n his term of office, who said that we only need 1~2 mi~lion 

farmers and that 2 1 000 1 000 must leave the soil and move to the 

cU.:..:.es and they were encouraged to do so. 

But regardless of the cause, there is a real human problem in our 

na ticn. Fe see1~ and we need the answers to human mit:::ery and ineqt:i.ali ty 

of op::>ortunity. our over-all approach to the problem of welfare be:gan 

in the dar1~ Depression days of the 1930 1 so All of us were concerned 

~.-:ith giving a hand to those who were willing to \vork and throu,gh no 

fa.ult of their own, could find no work. Our original concept \vas that 

t.~·lis ·was a temporary program, until the individual could once again be 

se :£-supporting. But gradually and without our quiC.e lmowing how it 

h:::lppened, the concept has changed. Th~ hand-up has become a hand-out. 

Until now -.1e have institutionalized poverty, and some in our nation are 

the second and third generations of their families who live on public 

s:::.'bsistence .. 

Last year, the unemployed in this country reached the lowest point 

since the war., But in that same year, we added more than 700 1 000 to the 

welfare rollso In California, welfare is increasing over the last 

decade more than six times as fast as the increase in population. This 

alone substantiates the charge that \'Jelfare as we know it in this nation 

is a colossal and almost comr:ilete failure.. Uow hot:! should the success 

of 1;1clfare be judged? on the number of ;;:eople it includes on the dolf?? 

Or shouldn't it be judged on the basis of hrn:1 many people it makes 

independent of \·Telfare? Shouldn 1 t its goal be to literally work itself 

out of existence? 
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:Ln the modern woi. ld of ~)oli tics, there has ~.1- own a practice of 

running not against the man as he is, but against the image that is 

created deliberately by the opposition.. Therefore, one v1ho criticizes 

the m.ultitudinous tmlfaye program is usually held up to view and 

charged with being against the humanitarian goals.. And the image 

grows of callousness and indifference to human suffering and human 

rights.. :·Tell, I think the time has come that we can no longer afford 

that kind of middle-aged juvenile delinquency. I think it is time for 

us to sit dOi:m together and acknowledge that all men of good will 
that 

support the humanitarian purpose-- / our difference lies only in how 

best to achieve it. 

Federal aid to the poor has increased 290 percent in the last eight 

years, and nowhere has government been more generous in aid to the poor 

than in pre~riot Detroit. A special committee, the Michigan legislature, 

numbering, I might add, a majority of Democrats, has stated that one of 

the most serious frauds one can commit upon the poor is to promise some-

thing you do not or cannot deliver. There is so little money left for 

the poor after salaries and fixed overhead that one can no longer refer 

( to this fact as an irregularity. One must call it what it is: fraud. 

The present national administration outlines seven housing programs 

designed to produce 26 million units over the next ten years. But what 

is the record of government housing? T!ell, back in 1949 1 we appropriated 

money to build 810,000 homes in six years. now it is 20 years later, and 

we failed to meet the goal. In 1965 \·1e 9assed a new act to build a 

quarter of a million by 1969. They will miss their goal by more than 

h<;:ilf. 
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In recent weeks, and before the tragic assassinntion of last 

month, I started getting around our state. I went without press 

attention or any fanfare, unannounced. I wanted to meet groups of 

neighborhood leaders in our i:ninority __ commL.tni.t ies •. I met with them 

and I heard their hopes and their hopelessness. I marveled at their 

patience in the face of frustration. I saw these good responsible 

people trying to lift themselves by their bootstraps when all too 

often they didn't have boots. Strangely enough they did not ask for 

more welfare or great big grandiloquent programs of the kind that are 

being talked about today; they did not ask for bussing of their 

children from one school to the other. They asked for jobs, and 

they asked for job-training and vocational training for their 

children. They were the ones who told me that not everyone in the 

world had to go to college. And they asked for better education and 

discipline for their children in the schools they were now attending. 

As a result of these meetings, we have already begun the move. 

'i·\fe have met with leaders, labor leaders, with leaders of industry, 

with boards of education, with the presidents of school boards, and 

with superintendents of schools and all interested citizens we could 

find. We have urged them to examine their practices and to provide 

more and better jobs and better education and the chance to share 

opportunities this nation has to offer. 

In state government, we are examining our hiring policy. we / 

are talking of an inspector that can go down through all the echelons 

of government to find out whether the policies we start out so 

bravely at the top are reaching the firing line where they deal with 

the people. Because it is awful easy for them to flatten out and 

mush out. One individual, with the wrong idea, with a little bigotry 

and prejudice in his heart, down there at a counter meeting these 

citizens, can do a great deal to harm everything that we are trying 

to do. 

we discovered that in a legitimate effort to upgrade state 
/}'---"- ~ 

employees, 99.7 percent of all of our jobs require at least a high./ 

school diploma. This is ridiculous. No one can pretend that 99.7 

percent of all the jobs in state government require that piece of 

paper, and we are taking that through the same path. 

·we have just appointed nine community relations experts to 

serve on our key min~::g-J, .. ty:..,.§_ffg .. rj:_§, to act as sort of consumer counsels 

to hear the problems and to relay what we are trying to do. 



I ( 

Now, as I said; I would like to take a minute to tell you what 

is on other people's minds. 

You know, during my ca~paign we stressed the need for order on 

the ~~~E~ses. And of course we got howls of outrage from a few 

militant students and professors. But the other day, I spoke at 

the University of Colorado and was asked whether students should 

·participate in the administration of the university. I said that 

thoy should participate to the extent of consulting or advising but 

that I believe the administration of a university has the responsi

bility for the administering of that university, and it cannot 

d~legat12 that auth:irity or give it up.. And, you know, there was 

nothing b~t applause. 

But that should not be surprising, most students go to college 

to learn and most professors are there to teach. It is only a few 

radicals that are responsible for the lockouts, the sit-ins, the 

free speech movements and all the rest. I say, as I have said 

before, that those who attend college or teach there should obey the 

rules or get out. 

One of the most common quest ions I get is about Vietnam. Now 

nobody wants to say or do anything that would hinder the chance for 

peace. But I think this country should make it clear that negotia-

tions involve a cease fire on both sides; when the talking starts 

the dying must stop. 

While there is reason for optimism in Vietnam, there also is 

reason for caution. The enemy has proved in Korea that negations 

are another method of trying to get what he hasn 1 t been able to get 

on the battlefield. The United States cannot give away at the 

bargaining table what it has won withyoung rnen's lives, or this whole 

war will have been in vain. 

Many of your young people in their questions have made it clear 

they are opposed to the draft. So am I--in peactime •. But, we have 

discovered that when our nation is at war, the _Q_raft_llas provided a fair 

way in which every citizen must share in this responsibility because 

the very purpose of government is to guarantee the collective might 

of all of us whenever the rights of even one of us are unfairly 

threatened. This. is a responsibility that goes with our freedom. But 

when that conflict is over, I would turn to a professional army and 

eliminate the draft. 

Another question is how do I feel about i;_:t;.E_i::l~-~j.._t_[l~gom_muQjst 
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.n.atiOJ;;\S. Well, for\. long time the policy of tA,_ State Oepartment, 

in which I am in disagreement, has been that over a period of time 

the cold war will disappear simply because we will learn to love each 

other. They talk of building bridges to hasten this process and 

these are trade bridges. Now, if we are to build bridges, I think 

wg should remember that a bridge has two approaches. I am in favor 

of trading with the Soviet Union, if there is a quid pro quo. I 

would think, for example, that when they are having a famine and 

in need of food, we ought to.sit back and say "you bet we have got 

the wheat and you bet we will sell it to you, but we can get it to 

you a lot easier if, for example, that Berlin wall goes down ... 

Now,· of course, I get a lot of questions on p_q_lj .. t:)&§....L. So in 

case you are wondering, I will support the ~blican nominee for 

;?resident and will cawpaign for him. I think the people havr:" :1 d 

enough of leadership gaps and credibility gaps and all those other 

gaps so evident in \·1ashingto:1, and I think they will elect a 

Republican president in November. 

Oh yes, I am not a candidate for president. I feel strongly 

timt this is one job where the office should seek the man. And when 

the people of a party make their will known, whoever they turn to 

has a duty to accept that nomination and the party has an obligation 

to support its candidate. 

And this year I am convinced we will have a 4nified party. This 

year we have no alternatives • 

.Many of you, all of your lives, have lived in a society and a 

social structure tending ever more toward the idea that man is here onl) 

to serve the state .. Our.national purpose has been explained to us 

recently as some mass movement in which all of us marching in the 

ranks are going to achieve some kind of general, instant Utopia. May 

I suggest something radically different? Something that has more of 

the sound of the future in it? Because that marching in the ranks 

only takes us back to a different kind of society we thoughtwe had 

abandoned 200 years ago. Our national purpose is based on your right~" 

to be an individual, and as an individual to have the ultimate in 

individual freedom consistent with law and order. And you should 
settle for nothing less. This is a dream perhaps, but it is a dream 
worthy of every generation. In just one tick of history's clock, we 
gave the world a shiny golden hope, and mankind all over the world 
from the peasant in the mudhut to the farthest corner of Asia looks 
to us. Now it would seem that the door is closing on th.at hope, and 
our cause is to keep that door open. 

# # # PB 
(NOTE: SinceJ. Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 

~o, or changes in, the above. However, Governor Reagan will 
• .,_ .. t "II - "" ~ - f_ ..... - \. 
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T·ve are here today to dedicate more than a dam and a lake. We 

are here to dedicate ·what is, in truth, a memorial to the vision, 

the dedication and the hard work of many, many Californians, 

Californians .whose love of their state has overcome any narrow 

sectionalism they may have felt. 

Many of those men are here today: Chief Justice Warren, 

Governor Brown, Senator Kuchel, Congressman Bizz Johnson, who is 

representing our entire Congressional delegation. 

In addition, there are many from the Oroville area, such as 

Butte County Planning Director Wing Fee Chan, who must be recognized 

for their efforts on the local scene. 

I know I have not mentioned literally hundreds of others with-

out whose efforts this dam might not have been built, and I ask 

their forgiveness in this. 

It is indeed an honor to share a platform with so many people 

who have had so much to do not only with Orovil}e dam and lake, but 

also with the building of the entire California Water Project. 

I am the fourth governor to be involved in this mighty under-

taking, although it has been a dream that goes back even earlier 

than the first term of Governor Earl ·warren, now our chief justice. 

But this dam and this reservoir originally were authorized for 

state construction in 1951, in the days when you (ttJarren) were still 

serving as California's governor. 

And of course the ·water Plan was developed during your adminis

tration. 

Governor Knight, I am sorry to say, is not here. Because the 

first legislative appropriation for actual construction of this dam 

was let in February, 1957, while he was governor. Construction was 

actually begun under your administration, Governor Brown, on October 

12, 1961, and even more important, it was during your administration 

that the people of California, on November 8, 1960, passed the Burns

Porter Act which finances this whole vast project. 
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As a kind of by-stander during this long period of work, I 

came along just in time to share credit for the completion of the 

dam and to participate in the dedication. But believe me, gentle

men, I take no credit; That is yours. And I am proud to pay tribute 

to you on behalf of all Californians for your vision and your 

accomplishments. 

Before I continue, I believe there is a plaque for us to unveil 
ye'.>u 

~1!ould/{Bill Gianelli) please give the audience a little background 

and call those who will join us in this little ceremony to the 

speaker's stand? 

The State Water Project, of which these Oroville facilities are 

the key conservation unit, is the largest statewide water distribu

tion system ever planned and built under a single authorization. 

Oroville Dam is the tallest completed earthfilled dam in the world, 

rising 770 feet above foundation. Its embankment contains 80 million 

cubic yards of earth and rock, enough to fill one and one-half mi~· 

standard railroad cars. 

Lake Oroville should be .full a year from now--when it will store 

three and one half million acre-feet of water behind this dam, enough 

water to supply the household needs of California's current popula

tion for a full year. 

The construction of this dam and its related facilities has 

brought an economic spurt to the city of Oroville and Butte County. 

State figures show that the impact of this construction brought 

10,000 people to Butte County. The dam itself was built under the 

largest non-defense construction contract ever awarded competitively 

in the United States. The $120.8 million contract with Oroville dam 

constructors was signed August 13, 1962. The embankment was com-

pleted five years later, in October of last year--one month ahead of 

schedule. And certainly the contractors who built this dam, and the 

state engineers who designed and supervised construction deserve great 

credit for this accomplishment. 

The construction boom in Oroville is over. But it will be 

followed by an even larger growth as recreation brings millions of 

Californians to the lake which we see forming. In addition, remain

ing here will be the Department of lvater Resources operations staff 1 

a staff of Parks and Recreation employees to operate recreational 

facilities, and the Department of Fish and Game employees to operate 

the Feather River Fish Hatchery. 



But Oroville (l...""m is more than just a booJ1 ..:o the area's economy 

and more than just a great construction achievement. It is a symbol 

that working together there is little we here in California cannot 

accomplish.. For the north, this project provides flood control, 

recreation and other purposes. For the central valley and southern 

California it provides a water supply to irrigate thirsty lands and 

quench thirsty mouths. It is of real benefit to all areas of the 

state. 

Oroville Dam--indeed, :the State •rJater Project--is a statewide 

attraction .. Its annual delivery of 4,230,000 acre-feet of water to 

the people of California includes the people in Plumas County, in 

Butte County, and in the San Francisco Bay area, where more than 120 

thousand acre-feet will be delivered this year.. It includes the 

people in the San Joaquin Valley where a quarter-million acre-feet 

of water will be delivered in 1968, building up eventually to more 

than a million acre-feet per year. It includes the central coastal 

areas as well, and last but far from least, it includes southern 

California where, beginning in 1971, deliveries wi::..l build to an 

e•,."'8!1tual total of more than 2 million acre-feet per year. 

Yes 1 it is the service of this project to the. people of all. 

California that underscores the importance of today's dedication. 

It is a recognition that California is doing what must be d~ne toward 

preparing for its future. In fact, we have done more to help ou:i;-

selves in the field of water development than all of the other states 

in the United States put together. 

In California1 local agencies and private utilities have had an 

important role in meeting the needs of our citizens for a water 

supply. These local agencies now have plans for development during 

the next decade, which will require capital expenditures of.$3.2 

billion .. 

They are doing their share, but of course it was necessary for 

the state to supplement that local effort by assuming the responsi-

bility for constructing something so vast as the $2.8 billion State 

Water Project. It was necessary because the 31 contracting agencies 

which will purchase state water did not have the individual capability 

to meet the people's needs as efficiently, or as economically, as has 

been possible under state construction. Many of them did not have 

water conservation sites that they could develop~ others could not 

bond themselves to develop conservation storage and a distribution 
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system, too. ThJ tate's effort was require~ co insure water would 

be available for local growth. 

The federal government plays a major role in California water 

development, too. The federal Central Valley Project is a major 

\v·ater distribution system; the u.s. Army Corps of Engineers has con

tributed substantially to the construction of this Oroville Dam. 

One of the major purposes of Oroville Dam is to offer flood 

control to the area downstream. In consideration for flood control 

space within the reservoir, the Corps of Engineers is paying 22 per

cent of the cost of the Oroville facilities related to flood control. 

The private sector, through the three major electric power 

utilities.of the state, has entered into a 50-year power contract 

with the state whereby they pay the state $16,150,000 annually for 

the power output of this great facility. That annual payment in 

turn is conVf:'!:ted to a revenue bond issue of approximately· $250 

million toassist in paying for the project. 

It seems to me that the cooperative effort for wate::: develop-

ment in California is the finest example of how our society can 

::1.lnction ·when government and the independent sector work te1gether. 

Governmen.t has bee~ available at the federal and state levels to aid 

in the solving of California's water problems1 yet, it has not pre

empted the activity of local agencies and the private sector. 

The local agencies during the next fiscal year will be spending 
. ) 

in the neighborhood of $300 million on wa.ter development. The 

federal government will be spending about $100 million. The budget 

for the State Department of Water Resources contemplates expenditures 

of $425 million, or app~oximu~ely four times what the federal agencies 

will be spending. Certainly we are all doing our share to meet 

California's need. 

Now, we are here today to dedicate a d2m and a lake. My staff 

tells me that the Department of Water Reso~rces searched to find a 

gi~mick--a button I could push, or a visual stunt which could drama-

tize this dedication. They failed to find one which seemed appro-

priate, and I am glad. 

Here before you is Lake Oroville filling to its destiny for use 

for flood control, hydroelectric power, irrigation, municipal and 

domestic purposes and as one of the greatest recreational and fishery 

lakes in California. Off to your right is the highest dam in the 

United States. This is a major achievement of our time, and will 

not be degraded today by gimmicks or stunts. 



It is with J~~at pride, therefore, that\~ simply dedicate 

Oroville Dam and Lake Oroville to the people of California--the people 

of California's future who will benefit for generations from this 

giant structure and the water it impounds. 

# # # # # 

(NOTE: Sin~e Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be 
additons to, or changes in, the above. However, Governor 
Reagan will stand by the above quotes.) 
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Transcript of Speech by Governor Ronald Reagan 

SALUTE TO ISRAEL 
Shrine Auditorium, Los Angeles 

May 5, 1968 

Thank you very much. 

He are gathered together to observe the Tv1entleth Anniversary of 
a youne; and tiny nation, if measured in years and square miles. 

It has been a little less than a year since we faced each other in 
the Holly-wood Bowl. We were brought together then by a concern for the 
fate of that nation as it under'<.:Jent its 11 trial by fire. 11 

But, even as 
we met, I think all Americans aclmo'\.'Jledged with great gratitude that 
that little nation, 1n the bloody days, had reminded us of something 
that is so much a part of our own heritage, and yet had been so far 
back in our minds of late, that it is well we should be reminded. 

He should always remember, if we are to survive as a nation our
selves and fulfill God's purpose in the world, that man is not animal. 
He is a creature of the spirit, and there are things for which men 
must be willing to die. 

In the year since we met, those who were then in full retreat 
have been re-armed by an enemy who would impose on the world his own 
belief that man is but a freak of nature, without a soul and born only 
for the ant heap. It is the way of that enemy to arm others and let 
others do the fighting as it relentlessly pursues its goal of world 
domination. 

The Middle East is essential for that plan, and all the world has 
a stake in the Middle East.. Indeed, the freedom of the world is at 
stake in the Middle East. 

But who defends that freedom? Only that one tiny nation, born of 
a hunger for freedom and inspired by two decades of the taste of :freedom 
Those who made the desert flower have been forced to lay aside the tools 
of peace, and they have stood manning the ramparts "en garde" for these 
many months since we last met. They deserve better from us. They must 
be provided the '1.-Jeapons to match the Soviet arms now aimed at their 
nation's heart. 

While we do this and while there is still time, there is much 
more we can do. We as a nation can assert the leadership the world is 
crying for. It should.be our national purpose to bring the nations 
of the Middle East to the conference table and there to settle perma
nently the problems of refugees and the problems of boundaries. 

Now, I do not suggest bringing these nations to the table by 
reason of our power or threats of force--that has never been our way 
and is not our way now. Let us~ instead, conquer, for example, 
nuclear desalting of the oceans that touch their shores as justifica
tion for our being there. Let us bring water to meet the greatest 
problem of the Arab nations a:1d bread, r~ot bo:-!1bers, for their hungry 
millionu.. And f'or Isras·l, a guarantee of their borders, as well as 
the sovreiGnty of their nation. 

Israel met its challengeo 
let that pledge be our birthday 
0f us that the ;_Jr.'l<?e of' f':."p2c~oro 
Lhe 1D8s of' it. 

Thank you. 

It is time for us to meet ours. And 
gift to those who have reminded all 
"!;-:;.. very ::J1.gh_. hnt no~ EG costl.1 a:.. 

fl fl f/: 





EXCERPTS OF REMARKS BY GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 

At Opening Session of 

REPUBLICAN GOVERNORS ASSOCLl\TION PLATFORM HEARINGS 

St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco 

May 8, 1968 

May I say at this time that the Governors are aware and intend to use 

their good offices to be sure that the Republican Platform does treat with the 

g:reat human problems that are of concern to all of us -- the problems of the 

minority areas, the problems in welfare. There is a necessity to recognize that 

we have been in these areas for too long, dealing with the tired old formulas of 

an earlier day, formulas that were based on a time in this Country when there were 

no jobs available for those who wanted to work and provision had to be made for 

those people. 

I think today we are in an entirely different situation and we're still 

playing by the old rules. But we are in an economy today where there are more 

jobs hunting for workers than there are workers• available, and yet we have 

unemployment simply because of a mis-matching, in that the people are not 

~ualified by training or experience for those jobs. 

Now, our job, we believe, is to fit the people for those positions, 

to embark on a program that will not just be the dull hop[f{§/!J.l:~ermanent dole, 
.It 
' 

but will be a program that is salvaging human beings, and giving them a place 

a meaningful place in this society of ours. Treating with the minorities, we 

r~ognize that their problems have not been solved in spits of a great many 

p+omises, and we recognize that you can't meet these problems with mass movements 

that treat them as some kind of a faceless sector of society. 

These are individual problems, human problems that we must deal with 

as an individual and as a uniq_ue human being. 

This, as I say, is not one of the subjects on this morning's agenda. 
But I wanted there to be no misunderstanding thnt the Republicans present and 
Governors present were dealing orily with these subjects that yau will hear this 
morning. 
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EXCERPTS OF SPEECH BY GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 
Western Governors' Conference 
Ilikai Hotel, Honolulu, Hawaii 

May 11, 1968 

Much of our future here in the Pacific will surely be determined 

by the outcome of the peace talks underway now in Paris between our 

nation's representatives and those of North Vietnam. 

The future is bright if we hold fast to our pledge to keep 

South Vietnam free. But we face a~humiliating retreat from the 

shores of all the Western Pacific, with a fatal dimming of our dreams 

and prospects, if we lose at the bargaining table what American 

fighting men have fought for and preserved with their blood. 

It is tempting to measure the Vietnam ~·var as a local affair 

concerned with abstract issues. To play such a game is to play a 

very dangerous-communist game. A game in which South Vietnam. is 

not the goal at all, indeed is only one step toward the goal sought 

by our opponents in Moscow, Peking and Hanoi. For ·:t;hem, victory 
from 

is the elimination of American power and influence I the Asian .;... 

continent and from the islands of the Western Pacific.. Those are 

the stakes they play for in Paris. 

And as we learned in Korea, they view negotiations as just 

another means of winning what they failed to win by force of arms. 

Thus the idea is to negotiate from strength, not weakness, and this 

lends credence to the reports they have infiltrated at least 100,000 

men into South Vietnam. since the first announcement of a bombing pause 

In fact, one wonders if that billion dollar electronic fence 

McNamara ordered built along the demilitarized zone to keep out the 

Communists shouldn't properly be considered a part of the federal 
there 

highway program--/ ·' is so much enemy traf fie using it as a 

thoroughfare these days. 

Hawaii is one of the farthest outposts of America's defenses. 
in 

It is the home of many brave units which have fought/Vietnam. And it 

is a rest and relaxation area for those young men who continue to 

fight in defense of our freedom. 

This makes Honolulu and this occasion a fitting time and place 

for us Western Republicans to retrace the course of this strange war, 



\, 
to ask why we are there if it 

be there, and if it is in our 

of results,, 

is not in our n~~ional interest to 
national 

/ interest, why we are so empty 

It is plain that we will not get these answers from Washington, 

where a man who has tired of the tasks of the presidency has tacitly 

admitted that he is no longer willing or able to press the battle 

through to victory. Let us give the President our forbearance and 

understanding and, above all, arm him in these negotiations with the 

.backing of a resolute and united people. 

But unity does not mean that we have to shut our eyes to 

yesterday's failures or place a blind faith in the wisdom and 

tenacity of tomorrow's negotiators. As matters stand, the United 

States has failed in Vietnam. 

Not long ago, President Johnson was quoted as saying that he 

did not propose to be the first American president to lose a war. 

i'-Tell, he has lost it in political terms, lost it in mora 1 terrr:2l, 

and lost it in the hearts and minds of his countryman. He has lost 

it everywhere except in the one place where wars are really decided-

on the battlefield itself. Yet, he is unable to convince his country

men of that. 

' General Harold Johnson, the Army Chief of Staff, said recently 

that there was ,no justification for the handwringing and breast-

beating which so many of our politicians and conmentators indulged 

in after the Communists launched the Tet offensive. Our forces 

stood fast. So did the South Vietnamese. It was the Communist 

attackers who took the staggering losses, who broke at the end and 

pulled back. Hhy did this message never get through to us? ''Wny", 

General Johnson has asked, "why here at home have we suffered a 
a 

smashing, catastrophi~ psychological defeat--/defeat which we 

imposed on ourselves? ti 

·why, with all th'3 power. and wealth ar:d human resources at the 

American command, have we not been able.to end this war on reasonablg 

and honorable terms? Could it be that we have listened too closely 

to the new isolationists, to the voices of defeat and retreat shout-

ing do~m those who defend our position in Vietnam and our duty to be 

there? 
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c0mes frcm within the _arty which made the interv(_ .tion necessary. If 

all the mind changing were recognizable as a case of men being c~nverted 

from an honest mistake, we could gratefully honor them for their open

mindedness ~ But nearly all the so-called Johnson policies, so violently 

attacked by some Democrats, stem directly from the very policies which 

were developed by the late President Kennedy when these same critics 

were advisors close by his side~ 

The junior senator from New York has lately said that he w2s wrong 

about Vietnam in the beginning. But he has not told us where he thinks 

he went wrong. 

"The United States is determined that the Republic of Vietnam 

shall not be lost to the Communists for lack of any support which the 

United States can render." President Kennedy spoke these words on 

August 2, 1961, at a time when there were fewer American troops in 

South Vietnam than were deployed along Pennsylvania Avenue during the 

April riots. Does Bobby now think that it was a mistake for him to go 

along with his brother's pledge? 

"China is so large--looms so high just beyond the frontiers--that 

if South Vietnam went, it would not only give them an improved position 

for guerrilla assault on Malaya, but would also give the impression that 

the wave of the future in Southeast Asia wc-,s China and the Communists." 

This was President Kennedy speaking again five weeks later. Does Bobby 

now suspect that it was here that his brother really went wrong? 

"We are going to win in Vietname we will remain there until we do." 

The American who said. this in Saigon in 1962 was closest of all to the 

President. Does Bobby now deplore his own judgment? Those were his 

words. 

An American diplomat who played an important and intimate role in 

the Kennedy administration's crucial arrangements with the South 

Vietnamese government, Ambassador Fritz Noltingu in a little noticed 

talk in Virginia on April 2 of this year# has shed some light on how it 

all began and then came apart. In breaking a long silence on his part 

-,i.n these events, he reminds us that in the first agreements negotiated 

by the Kennedy administration, the possible injection of U.S. combat 

troops was ruled out from the start, at the insistence of the then 

President Diemo Diem was confident that with seine increased Americ2n 
material aid and additionc.l military advice and training, his young Army 

would be able to repel and overcome the Viet Cong infiltration· that h3d 

begun two years before. For our part, we Americans agreed to keep our 
hands off the Vietnamese government and to abstain from running the war. 
In short, it was to be a Vietnamese war. 
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That was a senr'~le arrangement. It is th& ·ery one we are trying 
\. ,, 

to get back to. i\lhatever happened to the first one? It is a long 

story--a sto~y with many different sides. But one reason for the 

collapse--a reason few in Washington wish to remember--has finally 

been brought into view by Ambassador Noltingo It is that the overthrow 

of the Diem government and the assassination of Diem himself were 

engineered by Vietnamese generals "encouraged by the U.S. government .. 11 

The policymakers in Washington were led to an action "unjust to an 

honorable ally and irresponsible to the .l.\merican people .. " 

«:·vi th Diem's death vanished the last genuinely unifying personality 

in all South Vietnam. A Communist journalist quoted a Viet Cong official 

as sc.ying, "We could not hc:ve imagined th2t the United States would be 

so stupid as to pull the rug from under Diem. 11 

Three weeks after Diem was assassinated, it fell on President 

Johnson to ward off the catastrophic consequences of the earlier blunders 

No less than nine different governments followed one after another in 

Saigon during the next three years. The choice before the President, 

as Communist power flowed into the vacuum, was to cut and run or stand 

and fight. 

The President chose to fight, and fo~ this let us hail him as a 

rne.n of courage. Where we can and shoµld fault him is in becoming caugL 
military 

up, against all / advice, in a massive land war on the Asian mainla;-

trying to fight a limited war, cheaply, without the emphasis to win, 

and without reordering the national priorities. 
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test would prove to be. 

Now the day of reckoning has come. The cost of a limited war has 

already wildly exceeded what any sensible win strategy would cost. 

The general welfare is being menaced by a fresh onset of inflation; 

interest rates are at their highest levels since reconstruction; the 

dollar is mistrusted across the face of the earth: our cities are 

sick with civil strife and riots; and Lyndon Johnson has found it 

expedient to step doii'm. for the simple reason that he has lost his zest --

for the struggle and wasted the assets for keeping the Great Society 

going. 

There are better roads we might have chosen to an honorable peace. 

But this does not mean we should now give in to Ho Chi Minh in Paris. 

On the contrary, we must not give in. Nhatever the cost, the United 

States must honor its pledge to uphold the sovereignty and indBpendence 

of South Vietnam. And if this cannot be done at the negotiating table, 

then we must return to the f ighting--but determined to use whatever 

power and technology we have at our command to end the war and make 

sure the aggression really stops. 

On the contrary, if the Communists are sincere in seeking peace, 

they should be willing to abide by the Geneva agreements of 1954, 

which ended the French phase of this long war. Those agreements, in 

which the Soviet Union and Red China concurred, certified the right 

of South Vietnam, along with Laos and C;:;imb9dia, to make its own way 

within a framework of neutrality. If the Communist partners are now 

willing to return to that legal basis, then we could all say, fine, 

and move on to the more creative work that awaits us all in the vast 

Pacific basin--the trade education, the growing of food, the stamping 

out of disease, the furthering of industry and communications. But 

if the enemy is bent on exploiting the talks in order to leave the 

rest of South East Asia vulnerable to his continuing a~ssion, then 

let us without delay force him into the opei: so that no one will be in 

doubt about what is at stake there and who is at fault. 

j A young American not many years ago said something about what 
America stood for; something about Americans wanting the rest of the 
world to know that we were wi:Lling to pay any price, bear any burden, 
to make what we stand for endure and prevail. There was no uncertain 
sound to the trumpet of John Kennedy's Inaugural speech. The pity is 
that those who inherited the power and responsibility from him, includ
ing many of his own lieutenants, no longer hear that trumpet or recognize 
its grand notes. 

They have failed miserably. It is time to turn them out. 
# # # 

(NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in, the above.. However, Governor Reagan will stand by the 
above quotes .. ) 
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May 18, 1968 

Newspaper publishers deal in the printed word, and that word gave 

men hope.. \.mere before there \·ms darkness, the words that issued 

from Guten1Jerg 1 s printing press lit up the Renaissance and illuminated 

the meaning and aEpirations of men.. Print allowed thought to be 

separated from action, and it gave birth to rationality and logic~ It 

allowed men to inspire--and conspire .. 

But change has swept over everything, including journalism.. I 

am a man from the electronic media 0 Indeed, I am a veteran of that 

early radio era before newscasts, ·when those of us ·who broadcast 

major league baseball were considered interlopers by the typewriter 

brigade.. In training camp and press box: we knew a certain hazing and 

hostility, some of it justified, because on more than one occasion I 

took to the air for a 10 p .. m .. sports news program armed with the early 

edition of the morning paper, which, incidentally, owned the rival 

station~ 

But tho electronic media itself has brought about another revolu-

tion., The flow of words has now become a flood, a hurricane, a 

blaze of light; and the hopes of mankind find dramatic expression in 

what is called the revolution of rising e}r.pectations, the vmrld hunge:r 

for material things, for security and comfort, for a trouble-free life 

All the ne1.vG mccha reflected in modern journalism bring a meG~J3.gc 

that is separate and apart from the actual text. They notify the wor1 

of the progress of a few,. The wealth of the l'unerican middle class is 

flashed before the urban poor every day / and the luxuries of 11ha:v(~ '1 

nations are told and retold, to peasant farmers of the "have nob'· ':•y 

transistor every night 0 

In this environment, minority groups can no longer be ignored or 

compartmontalizoc1.. Time and space have now vanished.. Where printinc_; 

brought about "the public, 11 electronics created 11 the masses,. 11 

Speaking about my earlier profession, ex-President Sukarno of 

Indonesia said 11 a refrigerator can ba a rcvolut:ion;q_r:y symbol--to a 

people v1ho have no ref rigorators ........ (Hollywood) hclpod to build up 

the sense of deprivation of man 1 s birthright, and that sense of 
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deprivation has played a large part in the national revolutions of 

postwar Asia., 11 

Hope has ballooned into expectation, and then into ovcr-expecta-

tion. In such things as housing, education, medical care, transporta-

ti0n, and a green and unspoiled countryside, political leaders and 

social commentators have promised the poor more than their society 

c·an possibly deliver.. And so a malaise has come to envelop us all, 

witll. politicans blaming one another for the collapse of their hollow 

promises and people becoming cynical if not wratl1ful, indignant, or. 

full of despair. 

At home we hear demands for trillion dollar urban programs where 

billion dollar prcgrams have already failed., Overseas we see. ;myopic 

demands for 11 freedom 11 and wars of 11national liberation .. " If fueled 

by. denu.:.gogic politicians promising the impossible to the J?OOr 1 the 

sick, a.nd the underpriviliged, the tindGrbmt of rising expectations 

detonates in a flash of violence ao surely as night follows day$ 

Our own war of liberation 100 years ago was inspired by and represent-

ea a true effort to obtain political freedom and the rebels ask~d noth-

ing more than opportunity. But ·who would deny that in many of the 

ne·wly-emerging nations today freedom is only a word on a placard,. 

They really mean, we want ·what we have seen others have and ·we want 

it without having to work for it. 

The political leadership of any society has a responsibility to 

organize and administer for progress, as we have tried to do in califor 

nia, so that at least the minimal, rightful human e~q>ectations are 

met--the ones that will undergird a feeling of dignity, of private 

meaning ... 

During the last few weeks, I have been getting around California. 

There wasn•t any press coverage of this and we made no announcement of 

it 1 as we did not want any attention. I ·went up and down California 
" 

meeting with fine, responsible citizens, neighborhood leaders in our 

_1!1:.inority communities, Negroes and our fine Americans of Mexican des-

cent. In city after city, I have seen these good people with an 

un:'.K>.licvable patience, overcoming their frustrations, as programs of 

tho kind I have just described were launched with great promise and 

then died of mismanagement or on the "t·1him of some bureaucrat in the 

distant capital.. I have learned how our aduca.tion system has £ailed 
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them.. I have learned what it is like ·when their children arc pro-

motcd from ono grade to the ncJ<t simply because they have reached the 

end of the year, but without learning what thoy were supposed to have 

learned that year, until ev~ntually they are handed a diploma, a moan-

ingloss diploma because they didn 1 t have the education even to read 

the directions for on-tho-job training programs.. I have learned how 

our economy has not extended its bounty to all of our citizens" I 

have listened to their hopes and their hopelessness,. I have heard 

their plca1 not for bussing their children across town to some other 

school, but for good discipline and schooling in the schools their 

children attend~ 

We have tried to listen, but we have also tried to act.. tr·Je 

are trapped in a multiplicity of regulations and an administrative 

nightmare, imposed by federal regulations and red tape that are an 

inseparable part of the federal grants in aid. 

Fortunately, however, there are some loopholes,. We discovered 

that we are permitted here and there to experiment, and so with the 

permission of the government in Washington, we have launched a pilot 

program in the area of welfarG,. We have taken all those multitudinous 

agcmcies that are dealing with this one particular problem and in t,// 

ona community, Fresno, we have put all of these programs into one. 

It is one coordinated effort under one director and we are going to 

feed the recipients of p~tl)lic subsistence into one end of this com-

bined effort .. 

At a certain chcc'kpoint, those ·who cannot provide for themselves, 

those who, whether it is through age or disability, must depend on 

tho rest of us, will drop out of that program into this permanent 

subsidy on the public. We hope that in so doing and in streamlining 

this, we wl.11 be able to provo that we can provide not only some of 

the necessities, but some of the comforts that make life worth living 

for those unable to care for themselves,. 

It is ridiculous to find that there are a number and variety of 

separate categories for people on ·welfare.. 'What docs it matter why 

pcopla arc dependent if they arc dependent? Their needs are the same 

regardless of the reason for their ina'bility to provide for them.solve.s 

Our obligation is plain and simple~ to provide foJ.- them, and we can 

do this by wolfarc in one considGred o:ffort. 
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But the rest of those people will continue on through the 

screening programs of job training, analysis of their problems, and 

eventually through job training, out the other end into private enter-

prise jobs--jobs with a future.. In other words, we are going to 

attE:~mpt to break the dependency cycle of welfare and make people 

independent of it. Perhaps in a year-and-a-half or two years, we wiJ ~ .. 

ha·ve the information to come to Washington and lay our findings before 

the gcn1ornment and ask for the f le:z:ibility to apply this on a wider 

basis .. 

We-have at the srune time in our state doubled the number of 

physically and rasntally handicapped who have been rehabilitated in 

the last year and placed in useful employment. 

we \·.rill have a sumi.uer employment program for youth aimed at the 

disadv-.:mtagedl? It will involve the independent sector and the local 

communit.ies in a program to provide useful and gainful employment~ 

The state government also will be involved., We have been able to 

make 3 1 000 jobs available; some are vacation replacements 1 but many 

\:'lill have actual training jobs leading to permanent employment in 

public service. 

More than two yc:iars ago, right after the Watts riots, an in.dus
t" 
\ trialist, Chad McClellan, mobilized private industrialists in Los 

Angeles to go into the Watts area to provide jobs,for the hard-core 

unemployed. Soon after my election, I asked him to take this on a 

voluntary, state-wide basis and he has done thiso 

Today, more than 201 000 industrialists in 16 of our communities, 

cooperating with the job-training programs, ·t:he state and the federal 

governments, are actually placing tho hard-core unemployed in these 

private enterprise jobs. 

Now, I don't mean to oversimplifyt but I have a belief that 

jobs are the most important part of this problem. Regardless of all 

the social problems, regardless of all the things we love to talk 

about, of. equality or opportunity or anything else, the ghetto's 

walls are economic.. It docs no good to pass legislation as window-

dressing that opens doors if the people you arc opening those doors 

for haven't the price of admission, can't buy the tickot to get 

in., Of the 17,800 unemployed in the Watts area who wore put into 

jobs by the Chad McClellan program, almost immediately 30 per cent of 
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them moved out of that noighborhooa.. 'rhat suggests that the ghetto 

walls were thinner than some thought.. The job meant a measure of 

indopcndonce, the means to migrate, a visa to something better. 

In addition to listening and acting 1 we have tried to plan.. Our 

staff is preparing a series of creative studies on the more urgent 

probler..1s that face California. The first one, which was published 

two weeks ago, cmploroD this same mcpoctation gap 1 a chasm between 

the political promise and tho social deed, between the ideal and the 

practical,. This paper is intended to lay down }.)road policy for this 

administration" policy that will 1001: to the ideal in human matters, 

but which will remember that gooa politics, now as in the past, con-

sists of practicing th0 art of the possible in the real and continuing 

world 11 

But in addition to those things which we as political leaders do, 

there arc some things which we must not doq Civilization simply cannot 

afford c10magogues in this era of rising eJ:pcctations.. It cannot affo:i;-C: 

prophets who shout that the road to the prornised land lies over the 

shards of burned 2nc1 looted cities.. It cannot afford politicans who 

demand that social security be tripled/ that a national duty in Vietn~rr 

be discarck:;d to provide huge make-work programs in the city slums with 

\ the money diverted from Vietnam; that no youth need honor the draft; 

that Negroes ncea not obey the law; that there will be pie in the sky 

once the country gets moving again. Moving where? This is no simple 

prescription for total anarchyQ It is a grand design for the Apoca~ 

lypscQ 

Dwight Davia Eisenhm·.rcr understood the limits of government, as 

well as its immense potentialo He only promised to go to Korea, but 

he knew ho could act, if he had to, from strength.. He encouraged 

civil rights legislation and so ushered in an historic change in the 

relationship of races within the United States.. His administration 

promoted peace and domestic tranquility and I think this country would 

give anything to enjoy those blessings again. But now the government 

has passed into tho hands of politicians who have promised too much., 

The nation was promised that it could fight a war, rebuild its citicsr 

raise tho general wolfaro 1 support a world-"dido system of alliances / 

and 1 in general, enjoy tho good life without feeling the strain .. 

Instcad 1 a ·war has been all but lost; tho cities arc in uproarr 

tho senoral "''clfaro is being menaced by a fresh onset of inflation; 
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the alliances have come unraveled; the dollar's authority has come 

under mistrust across tho face of the earth; and the head of the 

government which brought the country to this appalling pass has nm·1 

stepped aside £or the simple reason that he had lost control of events. 

He promised more than he could deliver .. 

Thirty years of tmc and tax, spend and spend, elect and elect, 

have eaten up our rasourccs,. The gold in Fort Knox is gone, the 

silver in our coins is gone, the dollar is so much paper.. Inflation 

is J~nocking at every door because of the President 1 s romance with 

something called the New Economics,. 

Tho nation is totally out of control because the expectationsr 

foment0d by irresponsible political leaders, and transmitted to every 

living room in the land, have risen faster than our society's ability 

to ful~lll thcmo A-; No Whitehead has said, "The major advances in 

civili2,ation are p:rocesses that all but wreck the societies in which 

they occ.~r., " 

In my opinion, the great solid core of American people know the 

day of bread and circusss is no longer with us. The time has come for 

Americans once again to prove their greatness. I think the Republicans 

have an opportunity, as well as a challenge, to be more than just a 

political party. This is now a time for a crusade, a time to alter 

the administration, to provide the calm, responsible, and stable lead-

ership this country neeC!se to have enough confidem~e in the com..rnon 

sense of the people to promise opportunity for those willing to strive, 

but no guaranty of unearned success as a right to be delivered by 

govern..'nent,, 

It is a time to stop escalating the promises and start enforcing 

the law before this groat country is torn to pieces. 

I would not presume to tell you gentlemen what you should do with 

regard to this problem. One of my quarrels with government as we have 

known it in recent years is tho tendency of government to bring forth 

from the sanctum on the Potomac plans which you and others of the 

indcpcnaent sector are m~pocted to implamcnt.. I believe the independent 

sector has the capacity to help in the solution of even tho most 

difficult problems and I believe government should present the problem 

and ask those in the world of business and the professions to turn tho 

full power of their genius and ability to suggesting a solution within 

the combined capacitios of govornmant.and tho people .. In this case, 
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tho problem is one of communications,. A dangerous fallacy is wide-

spread in our land, a fallacy that poverty has been deliberately and 

t1njustly imposed on some o:C the citizenry and they now have a right 

to demand relief from poverty-by government dccroe9 

They must be told that some in our land have been denied_ equal 

opportunity to learn and earn and thus have entered the race under a 

banc.licap. ·we admit to this injustice and arc determined it shall no 

longer beb All must be equal at tho starting line, but there can be 

no guaranty that the swift will l>e held back to insure a tie at the 

finish1:1 T11e Am.Grica.n Dream is not that every man will be on a level 
man, 

with every otherli' but that every man \·-Till have the freedom to be what-

ever God intended he should be~ 

(Noteg Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes; there may be additions 
to, or changes in, the above<> However, the governor will stand by the 
above quoteso) 
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I am sure I dontt have to tell you that the public is no longer 

viewing our colleges and universities for what they are supposed to 

be---centers of learning and research, places where today•s youth 

prepare to cope with and conquer tomorrow's problems, 

--that a whole generation, mostly decent, law-abiding, responsible 

young citizens, is on trial and is being tagged as being just the 

opposite because of the actions of an irresponsible or power-hungry 

few. 

For too often in the last few years--and especially the last 

few months--we have seen the campuses used as staging grounds for 

revolt and rebellion. Student activists and radical faculty members, 

in their demands for an instant tomorrow, forget. or ignore that self

expression, to be truly meaningful, must be accompanied by self-

discipline. 

As a result, all in the name of progress and freedom, they 

practice the worst kind of coerciveness--the use of physical force to 

gain their own ends, without regard to the cost in terms of money, in 

terms of respect or in terms of what it is doing to the academic 

community. 

Storm trooper tactics are used in the name of academic freedom 

to threaten college administrators, disrupt classes and administration~ 

alike and even take over the offices and facilities of the schools. 

Administrators, believing in academic freedom and faculty pre

rogatives, find themselves attempting persuasion until too late they 

discover they have abdicated their authority. They need help. And 

there is only one place it can come from without running the risk 

of allowing outside interference in the academic community. Help must 

come from within the campus. 

The great silent majority of teachers and students--those who 

want or·der, who want to be free to teach and be taught unmolested--

have not been heard from. Whatever the reason, whether "none of their 

business, 11 or they cari 't be bothered ox· they are fearful, they have 

remained silent. 
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Yet they must be heard from; they must mal1:.e their collective 

voices heard in standing up for the true meaning of academic freedom 

if our system of higher education, both public and private, is to 

survive. 

But there is an even higher purpose that demands that they be 

heard. On the campuses today are several presidents of the United 

States, senators, congressmen, supreme court justices. Look around 

you. Who will they be? 

Will they come from the rabble rousers and the hate mongers and 

the members of the new left who are really unwashed members of the old 

right? Are these the people you would trust with your future and your 

children 1s future? A pattern for the future is being set on the 

campuses among those who will be national leaders. This is not just 

a passing fad, an unruly form of goldfish-swallowing or a glorified 

kind of panty-raid. 

If students, urged on and supported by a radical minority of 

faculty members, can take over and threaten our higher education 

system, what makes us think that tomorrow it won 1 t be society itself? 

And let us not be deluded into thinking we are talking about 

racial unrest or the fight for a just cause. What is going on has 

nothing to do with civil rights, or equal treatment. They know it 

and we know it. 

It is easy for my generation to stand on th'e outside and decry 

what is going on, but it is up to you of your generation, standing 

on the inside, to take charge in order to restore dignity and 

responsibility and true academic values to the campuses. 

The world is what my generation and preceding generations have 

made it.. And this is true also of the colleges and universities. You 

can save them and build on them. Or you can stand aside and watch 

them be destroyed. The choice is yours. 

# # # 

. (NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in, the above. However, Governor Reagan will · 
stand by the above quotes.) 
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What we are getting from the preat Societ;{ is more of the same 

medicine prescribed by the New Deal, the Fair Deal and the Great 

Society. 

And aren't the ailments they were going to cure the same ailmentp 

grown worse? 

At one time we were told many Americans were ill-fed, ill-clothed 

and ill-housed. Eight years ago this number had grown to 17 million 

Americans going to bed hungry every night. 

Now, they tell us, 30 million Americans are living in poverty 

and degradation. 

The working men and women of America are spending 2t hours each 

working day earning the money to pay their share of the cost of 

government. 

But government can still afford to subsidize research on the 

teeth of Australian aborigines, air pollution in Tokyo and the 

demography of happiness. They spent $249,000 on that last study and 

do you know what they found for that amount? They found that people 

are happier if they are well than if they are sick and they are 

happier if they earn more money. 

I wonder how many hard-working Americans enjoy earning more so 

they can finance a picnic shelter in one town or build WAC barracks 

in Maryland just before the WACS were transferred to Florida. 

To say nothing of a $45,000 flag pole or the 27,000 tons of 

food just plain lost overseas. 

I mentioned research just a moment ago and certainly I believe 

in the value of research. It is the reason for our great progress and 

much of our comfor~ and enjoyment. But since the federal government 

is spending $17,000,000,000 annually on it, I think we are entitled 

1 to an inventory now and then.. But the Library of' Congress has reported 
'.. 

that nobody knows how many research laboratories are federally 

f:tnanced or even where they are. 

They did discover that we have researched "understanding the 

fourth grade slump in creative thinking 11 and 11 why shipping rates are 
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lovrer for imported goods than for exports. 11 

Our gold flows like a river from Fort Knox to Europe and the 

source will soon be dry. 

In France, an old man who has no gratitude for those who saved 

his nation seeks a way to destroy the economy of his saviours. 

In England the pound is devalued. And in the u.s., where the 

dollar is valued at less than 40 cents, the question is not will we 

devalue, but when? 

After six years of deliberate and planned i~flation through 

deficit spending meant to foster prosperity, but which instaad has 

courted disaster, our president calls for a 10 percent surtax to cool 

the economy. At the same time, he claims a cut in federal spending 

will hurt domestic programs. 

The business of stopping inflation for all Americans is secondary 

to the old political game or buying the people 1s votes with peoplets 

money. 

If Congress gives the president the surtax, will he use it in 

the classic tradition of economies to reduce the deficit? 

Wilbur Mills, chairman or his own Ways and Means Committee, 

provides the answer: nThe president seeks the tax because he means 

for the government to spend it. 11 

The head of the federal reserve board, Will.iam Mcchesney Martin, 

warns that "we are living in a fool 1s paradise" because--and I quote--

11we are in the midst of the worst financial crisis we have had since 

1931. 11 

And in that foolts paradise, inflation outstrips increases in 

wages, interest rates soar to an all-time high, and the housewife 

standing in front of the grocery counter discovers it ts cheaper to 

eat money. During this administration, the cost of living has gone 

up 9 percent and last month it doubled ~ts rate of increaae. 

It should be clear by now to even the most hardened disciple 

of the new economy that there still rr ain 1t no such thing as free lun ..• 

You cannot build lasting prosperity without a stable dollar and 

you cannot cure poverty by doubling a man ts income while you cut his 

purchasing power in half and increase his taxes. 

America faces some hard choices in the days and months ahead. 

For seven years these questions have been avoided or salved over with 
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the liniment of political expediency. 

We are called by some a sick America.. Well) the medicine 

applied by an all-powerful government has only made us sicker--siclcer 

at home and sicker abroad. 

And now the doctor tells us he no longer has a remedy so he is 

quitting the case. Unable to cure the dollar, he has settled for 

passing the buck. 

# # # 

(Note: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be add.iti 
to) or changes in, the above. However, the Governor will 
stand by the above quotes.) 
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